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NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION SERVICE DELIVERY IN FUTURE
INTERNET

by

Danyang Zheng

Under the Direction of Xiaojun Cao, PhD

ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) service delivery
problems in the future Internet. With the emerging Internet of everything, 5G communication and multi-access edge computing techniques, tremendous end-user devices are connected
to the Internet. The massive quantity of end-user devices facilitates various services between
the end-user devices and the cloud/edge servers. To improve the service quality and agility,
NFV is applied. In NFV, the customer’s data from these services will go through multiple
Service Functions (SFs) for processing or analysis. Unlike traditional point-to-point data
transmission, a particular set of SFs and customized service requirements are needed to
be applied to the customer’s traffic flow, which makes the traditional point-to-point data
transmission methods not directly used. As the traditional point-to-point data transmis-

sion methods cannot be directly applied, there should be a body of novel mechanisms that
effectively deliver the NFV services with customized requirements.
As a result, this dissertation proposes a series of mechanisms for delivering NFV services
with diverse requirements. First, we study how to deliver the traditional NFV service with
a provable boundary in unique function networks. Secondly, considering both forward and
backward traffic, we investigate how to effectively deliver the NFV service when the SFs
required in forward and backward traffic is not the same. Thirdly, we investigate how
to efficiently deliver the NFV service when the required SFs have specific executing order
constraints. We also provide detailed analysis and discussion for proposed mechanisms and
validate their performance via extensive simulations. The results demonstrate that the
proposed mechanisms can efficiently and effectively deliver the NFV services under different
requirements and networking conditions.
At last, we also propose two future research topics for further investigation. The first
topic focuses on parallelism-aware service function chaining and embedding. The second
topic investigates the survivability of NFV services.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

With the advancement in the hardware, software and virtualization techniques, more and
more state-of-the-arts networking frameworks and architectures are proposed to facilitate a
convenient lives for human beings [1][2][3]. Internet of Things (IoT) techniques enable great
number of edge devices connecting to the Internet and create tremendous opportunities for
IT developers to design diverse edge applications [1, 4]. Cloud computing systems allow the
end-users to offload their computation-intensive tasks to remote servers, thus saving Capital
Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expense (OPEX) at the local [2, 5, 6]. Multiaccess Edge Computing (MEC) systems empower the latency-sensitive and computationintensive applications (e.g., Pokemon GO, online machine learning and etc) and provide
efficient computing pool at network edges [3, 7, 8]. When designing the above systems,
one of the common things that the service providers need take into consideration is how to
efficiently satisfy and deliver the services to customers.
To satisfy the service requests from the customers, Network Virtualization enables the
possibilities of flexible resource allocations, agile delivery options and smart service scaling.

1.1 Network Virtualization

Network Virtualization (NV) refers to abstracting network resource that was traditionally
hosted in hardware to software. NV can combine multiple physical networks to one virtual
network, or it can divide one physical network into separate, independent virtual networks [9].
For example, in Fig. 1.1, the physical network is abstracted into two separate virtual networks
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with diverse amounts of resource, which can be managed by different service providers. It is
worthy of noticing that, the virtual network topology might be different than the physical
network. For example, the first virtual link in virtual network 2 represents the connection
from Node F to Node C (i.e., F → B → C) in the physical network. But, the virtual node
in the virtual network will share the same position as the physical node does. With the
support of the network virtualization, the other problem for the service providers is how to
effectively manage those resource and smartly control the service delivery. For this case, we
will introduce the concept of the Software-Defined Networking (SDN).
Virtual Network 2

Virtual Network 1

Node F
Node C

Node D
Node A
Physical Network
Node B

Figure 1.1: An example of network virtualization.

1.2 Software-Defined Network

Software-Defined Network (SDN) decouples the control plane (i.e., managing how to operate
the traffic) from the data plane (i.e., forwarding the traffic flow based on decisions of control
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plane) [10]. As a result, the SDN control plane is able to directly operate over the state in
the network elements of the data plane (e.g., routers, switches or other middleboxes) via a
well-defined Application Programming Interface (API) (e.g., OpenFlow [11]).
Application Plane
Networking
Virtualization

Networking
Provisioning

Northbound API
Control Plane

Controller1

Controller2

Controller3

Controller4

Controllern

Southbound API
(e.g., OpenFlow)
Data Plane

Figure 1.2: Architecture of SDN.

Fig. 1.2 introduces the basic architecture of SDN, which includes three planes and communication interfaces: i) application plane, ii) control plane, and iii) data plane. The application plane runs applications over the network infrastructure, and allows to perform
modifications regarding the requirements. The control plane provides logic control policies
(e.g., routing schemes) to manage the collected information from the switches of the data
plane. It is worthy of mentioning that, the control plane has the global view of the networking conditions (e.g., resource availability). In the data plane, the physical devices are
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responsible to forward data when the programmable flow tables can be dynamically configured by the control plane. Meanwhile, the northbound API enables programmable network
controllers, and the southbound API allows the communications between the control plane
and data plane by using the OpenFlow protocols.
With the advancement in SDN, service providers are able to flexibly provide networking
control policies. To provide agile services to the customers, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a complement of the SDN techniques, which implements the hardware-based
network functions to software modules.

1.3 Network Function Virtualization

Traditionally, the network functions are implemented by the proprietary middle-boxes, which
is expensive for the cost and inconvenient for the service delivery [12]. To agilely deliver
the service while reducing the CAPEX and OPEX for service providers, Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) was proposed by European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) [13].
Fig. 1.3 shows the architecture of NFV MANagement and Orchestrator (MANO). The
NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) abstracts the physical resource to the virtual resource pool and
will be used by the virtualized infrastructure managers for supporting the behaviours of the
Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM). With such resource, VNFM will instantiate
VNF instances to achieve the certain demands requested by the Element Manager (EM).
Then, the information of instantiated VNFs will be informed to the NFV Orchestrator
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Operational Support System (OSS)/Business Support System (BSS)

EM1

EM2

NFV Orchestrator

EM3
VNF
Manager(s)

VNF1

VNF2

VNF3
Service, VNF and
Infrastructure
Description

NFVI
Virtual
Computing

Virtual
Storage

Virtual
Network
Virtualized
Infrastructure
Manager(s)

Virtualization Layer
Hardware Resource
Computing
Hardware
Main NFV reference points

Storage
Hardware

Network
Hardware
Other reference points

NFV MANO
Execution reference points

Figure 1.3: Architecture of NFV MANO.
(NFVO). As a result, the NFVO will perform the operations on the Operational Support
System (OSS) or Business Support System (BSS).
With NFV, the hardware-based network functions are implemented by the software-based
modules called Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) or Service Functions (SFs) [14]. SFs can
be flexibly installed on or removed from the commodity servers [15]. In NFV, the NFV
Service Request (NSRs) from the customer generally includes source, destination, a set of
SFs and the corresponding networking resources [16]. Traditionally, to deliver a service in
NFV, the service provider must concatenate the required SFs into a chain structure called
Service Function Chain (SFC) and embed the composited chain onto a the Physical Network
(PN), while reserving the certain networking resources [16]. The process of compositing
and embedding an SFC to meet an NSR is referred to as Service Function Chaining and
Embedding (SFCE) [17]. The physical path that hosts the composited SFC is called Service
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Function Path (SFP) [14, 15].

1.4 Organization of This Work

With the support of the network virtualization, SDN and NFV techniques, in this dissertation, we plan to investigate how to efficiently deliver the services to the customers for future
internet. In chapter 2, we investigate a problem of how to provably deliver a service as an
SFC in unique function networks. In Chapter 3, we further study how to provably deliver a
service as an SFC in multiple functions networks. In chapter 4, simultaneously considering
the forward and backward traffic flows, we investigate a problem for effectively delivering
a service as a hybrid SFC. In chapter 5, we further consider the optimization problem of
how to minimize the latency of delivering a given hybrid SFC. In chapter 6, when the VNFs
have certain executing order constraint, we study how to efficiently composite and embed a
dependence-aware SFC. In chapter 7, we list two directions of future work. In chapter 8, we
conclude our work.
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CHAPTER 2
SERVICE CHAINING AND EMBEDDING IN UFNS

2.1 Motivation

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) provides communication services and replaces the
physical proprietary hardware with the software-based modules called Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) or Service Functions (SFs) [18]. SFs can be deployed with the Commercial
Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware platform or standardized high volume servers [19]. With
NFV, a Network Service Request (NSR) from a customer can be a set of SFs with resource
demand(s) (e.g., CPU, bandwidth) [20]. To satisfy an NSR, the service provider must chain
the SFs with the SF links into a Service Function Chain (SFC), which defines the executing
order of the required SFs [14]. At the same time, all the SF nodes and SF links in the SFC
must be mapped onto the substrate network to form the actual forwarding path called Service Function Path (SFP) [14]. The processes of SFC composition, SF node mapping, and
SF link mapping are referred to as SFC composition and Embedding (SFCE) [21]. When the
executing order of the SFs or the SFC is given, the SFCE problem becomes the traditional
Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem, which is proved as NP-hard [20].
In the literature, there exist many works towards solving the SFCE problem when the
executing order of the required SFs are given or partially given [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. In
[22], the authors study SFCE in an optical network when partial executing order is given.
When the SFC is given, the authors in [23] study the SFC deployment and adjustment in
the online situation while considering the tradeoff between the resource consumption and
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operational overhead. The authors in [26] transform the given Substrate Network (SN)
into a new graph and find the optimal path to satisfy the required functions in the new
graph under the condition that the substrate link provides unlimited bandwidth. In [27], we
investigate how to embed the independent SFs onto a unique service function network with
a 2-approximation algorithm. When verifying the approximation, we use the length of the
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) as the lower bound instead of comparing the performance
of the proposed algorithm with the optimal result.
In this chapter, we study how to composite and embed an SFC onto a specific substrate
network, where each substrate node only provides one unique SF. The unique service function network is practical since substrate networks like the Mobile Edge Computing system
may have limited computing capacity and each edge substrate node may only perform one
specialized/unique SF. We name this problem as SFC composition and Embedding in Unique
service Function networks (SFCE-UF). We formulate this problem by applying the technique
of Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and prove its NP-hardness. In addition, we propose
an algorithm with provable approximation boundary, namely, Spanning Closed Walk based
SFC composition and Embedding in unique service function networks (SCW-SFCE). Here,
we highlight the differences between this chapter and the one in [27] as:
• We formulate the problem by applying the technique of Integer Linear Programming;
• We improve the approximation boundary as 2*|1 − V2 |, where |V | is the number of SFs
in the NSR.
• In the experiment, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the
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optimal results acquired from ILP. We also investigate how the physical link length
impacts the approximation boundary.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide the problem
statement of the SFCE-UF. Section III provides the analysis and algorithms for SFCE-UF
in unique service function networks. In Section IV, we show the experimental results. In
Section V, we conclude our work.

2.2 Problem Statement

We use an undirected graph GS = (N, L) to represent the physical/Substrate Network (SN),
where N represents the set of physical nodes and L is the set of physical links. Each physical
node n ∈ N provides a specific amount of computing capacity and a particular Service
Function (SF) denoted as cn and fn , respectively. For each physical link l ∈ L, it owns a
certain weight denoted as wl , which can be delay, length and cost of this link. A Network
Service Request (NSR) can be represented by a 1-tuple N SR =< V >, where V represents
the set of SF nodes. For each SF node v ∈ V , it is equipped with a specific amount of
computing demand (cdv ) and a SF demand (fv ). Since the physical node only provides one
unique SF, the SF nodes mapping process is deterministic and we use ∆ ⊆ N to represent
the set of substrate nodes that provide the SF instances required by the NSR. We use pi ,j
as a binary value to indicate whether the shortest path connecting two physical nodes that
provide the required SF instances is used to construct the SFP and wpi ,j to denote the
length of the path, where i ∈ ∆ denotes the specific physical node that hosts the in-service
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SF instance. The optimization goal of the SFCE-UF can be described as Eq. (2.1).

min

X

pi ,j ∗ wpi ,j

(2.1)

i ,j ∈∆

subject to:

pi ,j

X
j ∈∆

fi ,j −






1, pi ,j (∀i , j ∈ ∆) is used





=
to construct SFP








0, otherwise

X

fk ,i

k ∈∆

X
j ∈∆







1,





= 0,









−1,

fi ,j +

X

(2.2)

i is the starting node
i is an intermediate node

(2.3)

i is the last node

fk ,i ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ ∆

(2.4)

k ∈∆

fi ,j ≥ pi ,j , ∀i , j ∈ ∆

(2.5)

Eq. (2.2) represents whether path pi ,j is used to construct the SFP. Eq. (2.3) determines
the position of the node i in the constructed SFP by utilizing the flow functions, where fi ,j
represents whether a flow from i to j is used to transmit data. When Eq. (2.3) = 1, the
physical node i is the starting node of the constructed SFP. If Eq. (2.3) = -1, i is the last
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node of the SFP. Otherwise, i is the intermediate node. Eq. (2.4) ensures that for each
i , there is at least one flow coming/outgoing into/from it. In Eq. (2.5), if there is a flow
passing i and j , path pi ,j is used to construct the SFP.
NP-hardness Proof for SFCE-UF: We prove the NP-hardness of the proposed problem
by reducing the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [28]. We assume in a given graph
G = (N, L), where each pair of nodes has a conditional link clm,n with the cost as 0. This
conditional link can provide the connectivity if and only if the endpoints are the starting
node and last node of the constructed SFP. When each node in N provides a required SF
instance, solving the SFCE-UF problem in the given graph is the same as the TSP problem,
which is NP-hard. Therefore, SFCE-UF is NP-hard.

2.3 SFC composition and Embedding in Unique service Function networks

To optimize the length of the constructed SFP for SFCE-UF, we propose an approximation
algorithm with the upper bound as 2, namely, Spanning Closed Walk based SFC composition and Embedding in unique service function networks (SCW-SFCE). In SCW-SFCE, we
apply two techniques, Complete Graph Transfer (CGT) and Minimum Spanning Tree-based
SFP Construction (MST-SC). For the first technique, CGT transfers the input graph into
a complete graph, which is composed of physical nodes that equip with the required SF
instances. In the second technique, the SCW-SFCE algorithm constructs the SFP by taking
advantage of the MST technique.
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2.3.1 Complete Graph Transfer
Fig. 2.1 shows an example of an NSR in a mesh Unique Function Network (UFN), which
includes {f 1, f 4, f 6}. In the UFN, substrate nodes A, B, C, D, E, F support the SF instances
for SFs f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, respectively. The physical nodes in dark are the ones to host the
required SF nodes in the NSR.

B

D

A

F
C

E

Figure 2.1: NSR = {f1, f4, f6} in a mesh UFN.

Assume that each physical link has enough bandwidth, then we introduce the technique
of Complete Graph Transfer (CGT) to transfer the substrate network into a semi-complete
graph by connecting all the physical nodes required by the NSR with the shortest paths.
Lemma 2.3.1. With the assumption that each physical link can provide enough bandwidth
for any SF, the optimal SFP exists in the semi-complete graph composed of physical nodes
that i) provide the required SFs and ii) connect via the shortest paths or direct links.
Proof. Here we use the technique of proof by contradiction to prove this lemma. We call
the complete graph mentioned in the Lemma 2.3.1 as the SFP candidate complete graph.
Assuming that the optimal SFP does not exist in the SFP candidate complete graph, then,
there is either i) at least one endpoint of the optimal SFP that provides unrequired SF, or
ii) at least one path between a pair of nodes in the optimal SFP that is not connected via
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the shortest path. For the former case, if there is an endpoint say v, providing unrequired
SF in the optimal SFP, we can get a shorter SFP by deleting v and the link connecting v
to other walk components. For the latter case, if there is a path in the optimal SFP that
is not connected via the shortest path, this is contradict to the fact that all pair of nodes
are connected with the shortest paths. Therefore, the optimal SFP in a given mesh network
exists in the SFP candidate complete graph

2.3.2 Minimum Spanning Tree-based SFP Construction
In this subsection, we propose the Minimum Spanning Tree-based SFP Construction (MSTSC) technique to facilitate the construction of the SFP in the SFP candidate complete
graph. Since every node in the SFP candidate complete graph provides one unique required
SF instance, each node in the SFP candidate complete graph will be visited at least once.
Accordingly, we have the following lemma to support the understanding of the MST-SC
technique and the 2-approximation boundary for the algorithm.
Lemma 2.3.2. The shortest spanning closed walk of a tree visits each link exactly twice.
Proof. In a spanning walk, every node needs to be visited. Since the fact that there is only
one path connecting any pair of nodes in a tree network, every link has to participate in the
spanning walk of the tree. In a closed walk, each link has to be used at least twice, one for
going forward and one for going back. Thus, each substrate link in the tree network topology
has to be traversed at least twice to finish a spanning closed walk on the tree. Therefore,
the shortest spanning closed walk visits each link exactly twice.
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Algorithm 1 Spanning Closed Walk based SFC composition and Embedding in unique
service function networks (SCW-SFCE)
1: Input: GS , N SR;
2: Output: SFP;
3: Set SFP as an empty list;
4: Deploy the SF nodes from N SR onto the corresponding SF instances in GS and Transfer
GS into SFP candidate complete graph;
5: Find the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) in the SFP candidate complete graph;
6: Form the shortest closed spanning walk on the MST and generate the Spanning Closed
Walk List (SCWL);
7: Find and remove the longest leaf-to-leaf path sequence in the SCWL;
8: Return the remaining component of the SCWL as SFP;
Based on Lemma 2.3.2, we propose the MST-SC technique as shown in Algorithm 1. Line
3-4 initializes the SFP list, embeds the required SFs to their corresponding physical nodes,
and transfers the graph into the SFP candidate complete graph. In Line 5-7, the algorithm
constructs an SFP from the SFP candidate complete graph.
Theorem 2.3.3. When given an undirected graph GS and a request N SR, the SCW-SFCE
algorithm can find the SFP, whose length is at most twice as the one from the optimal SFP.
Proof. We start the proof with an N SR, which only includes two SF nodes. As only two SF
nodes are included in the NSR, there are only two physical nodes required to host the two SF
instances. As a result, the SFP is a path connecting these two physical nodes. Since these
two physical nodes are connected with the shortest path, this constructed SFP is optimal.
Then, we prove the 2-approximation boundary for the SFP constructed by an N SR with
more than 2 SF nodes. We denote the length of optimal SFP as SF Popt , the constructed
SFP as SF PSCW-SFCE and the length of the MST as LengthM ST . SCW represents the length
of the shortest spanning closed walk of the constructed MST, while P athleaf is the length of
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the longest leaf-to-leaf path existing in the shortest spanning closed walk. Based on Lemma
2.3.1, the optimal SFP exists in the constructed SFP candidate complete graph. Hence, the
LengthM ST of the SFP candidate complete graph is smaller or equal to the SF Popt as shown
in Eq. (2.6).
LengthM ST ≤ SF Popt

(2.6)

Based on Lemma 2.3.2, the MST is the minimum connected component for a given graph and
the constructed shortest spanning closed walk (SCW ) has a length twice of the LengthM ST
as shown in Eq. (2.7).
SCW = 2 ∗ LengthM ST

(2.7)

Since the SCW-SFCE algorithm removes the longest leaf-to-leaf path from the shortest
spanning closed walk to create the SFP, Eq. (2.8) holds.
SF PSCW-SFCE = SCW − P athleaf

(2.8)

As the P athleaf is the longest leaf-to-leaf path in the MST, which at least contains 2-hops
(since the NSR contains more than 2 SFs), it is longer than twice of the average length of
links in the constructed SFP. Thus, as shown in Eq. (2.9), P athleaf is twice longer than the
average length of links in the constructed SFP, where |V | represents the number of SF nodes
in the NSR.
P athleaf ≥

2
SF PSCW-SFCE
|V | − 1

(2.9)

When combining Eq. (2.6)-(2.8), we have Eq. (2.10), which shows that our algorithm finds
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the SFP whose length is at most twice of the length of the optimal SFP.

SF PSCW-SFCE ≤ 2(1 −

2
)SF Popt
|V | + 1

(2.10)

We then use Fig. 2.1 to explain how the proposed SCW-SFCE algorithm works in Fig.
2.2. First, the algorithm transfers the graph into the SFP candidate complete graph, which
is shown in Fig. 2.2a, where the number beside the link represents the shortest distance
between each two physical nodes required by the NSR. Then, taking Fig. 2.2a as the input,
the MST-SC technique creates the MST, and forms the shortest spanning closed walk starting
at node F as shown in Fig. 2.2b, where the red-dotted and blue-dashed arrows represent the
forwarding and backward paths, respectively. Next, the algorithm finds the longest leaf-toleaf path segment in the formed SCW, which is A → D → F , and deletes it from the SCW
to form the SFP, which is shown in the Fig. 2.2c. As one can see that, the final SFP has
the same length as the optimal SFP, which matches Theorem 2.3.3.

D

D

1

2
A

D

2

F

(a) SFP Candidate Complete
Graph of Fig. 2.1

A

F

(b) Spanning Closed Walk

A

F

(c) Service Function Path

Figure 2.2: Example of the SCW-SFCE Algorithm.

As for the time complexity of the SCW-SFCE algorithm, in the worst case, the first
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step (i.e., to create the SFP candidate complete graph) has the time complexity of |V 2 L +
V 2 N logN |. The time complexity of the second step (i.e., finding the MST) is |L + N logN |.
Thus, the overall time complexity of the SCW-SFCE algorithm is |V 2 L + V 2 N logN |.

2.4 Numerical Results and Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed 2-approximation algorithm (i.e.,
SCW-SFCE). We conduct extensive simulations using the 14-node NSFNET and 24-node
USNET as the substrate networks. Unless otherwise specified, we randomly set half of the
physical links having the length of 1 and the other links having the length of x, where
x ∈ 1, 5, 9. In the NSFNET, we set the requested number of SFs in an NSR in the range of
[3,13], while it is in the range of [3, 24] in the USNET. For each series of experiments, we
randomly generate more than 100 thousand network service requests and obtain the average
results as shown in the following figures. When the substrate network is NSFNET, we
apply the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) mentioned above to obtain the optimal results.
When the substrate network is USNET, the ILP model is intractable and we compare the
performance of the SCW-SFCE algorithm with the Nearest-Neighbour (NN) algorithm. Note
that, the NN algorithm has the provable approximation boundary as | 21 dN e + 21 |, where N
represents the number of nodes in the SFP complete candidate graph [29].

2.4.1 SCW-SFCE vs. ILP in NSFNET
Fig.

2.3 shows the performance of ILP, NN and SCW-SFCE algorithms in the small

NSFNET. In Fig. 2.3, the curve of “Average Approximation” is the ratio between the
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results of the proposed SCW-SFCE algorithm and the optimal ILP. As one can see that,
with the increasing number of SFs in each NSR, all algorithms require more substrate links
to construct a longer SFP. The ratio between the proposed SCW-SFCE and the optimal ILP
is always less than 2, which demonstrates that the proposed SCW-SFCE does achieve the
2-approximation performance. As one can see that, when the number of required SFs in the
request is small, all algorithms have similar performance. When increasing the number of
required SFs, ILP has the best performance, while the proposed SFW-SFCE outperforms
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Figure 2.3: ILP vs. SCW-SFCE in NSFNET.

2.4.2 SCW-SFCE Performance Evaluation in USNET
Eq. (2.10) indicates that the length of the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) is the lower
bound of the optimal results. Hence, as shown in Fig. 2.4, we calculate the “Average
Approximation” as the ratio between the proposed SCW-SFCE and the MST length. In
Fig. 2.4, the red curve (i.e., “1—1”) represents the case when the physical link weight are
all 1; the blue curve (i.e., “1—5”) represents the case when half of the links have a weight
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of 1, and the other half links have a weight of 5; and the yellow curve (“1—9”) represents
the case when half of the links have a weight of 1 and the other half links have a weight of
9. From the results in Fig. 2.4, one can see that in every case, the average approximation

Average Approximation

value is less than 2.
1.5

1---1
1---5
1---9

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Number of SFs in the NSR

Figure 2.4: The Average Approximation of SCW-SFCE.

2.4.3 SCW-SFCE vs Nearest Neighbour Algorithm in USNET
In Fig. 2.5, the red bar represents the length of the SFP constructed by the SCW-SFCE
algorithm, and the blue bar is from the NN algorithm. The grey dashed curve, named as
“Difference” and evaluated by the y-axis on the right, represents the difference between the
results of SCW-SFCE and NN. As one can see that, when increasing the number of SFs
in each NSR, the SCW-SFCE algorithm always outperforms the NN algorithm. However,
the difference increases before the number of SFs is less than 10, but it decreases when the
number of SFs in each NSR is lager than 10. This is because when the number of SFs is small
or large (compared to the number of nodes in the SN), both SCW-SFCE and NN has the
similar construction of the SFP due to the MST based SFP construction technique, which
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guarantees the performance of the constructed SFP.
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Figure 2.5: SCW-SFCE vs. NN in USNET.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied SFC composition and Embedding in the Unique service
Function networks (SFCE-UF) in various substrate network scenarios. We have formulated
the SFCE-UF problem by applying the technique of Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and
proved the NP-hardness of the SFCE-UF. To solve the SFCE-UF problem in a substrate
mesh network that each node only offers one unique SF, we have proposed a 2-approximation
algorithm, called Spanning Closed Walk based SFC composition and Embedding in unique
service function networks (SCW-SFCE). In the next chapter, we will further investigate how
to provably deliver the service as an SFC in multiple functions networks.
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CHAPTER 3
SERVICE CHAINING AND EMBEDDING IN MFNS

3.1 Motivation

With the advancements in the Internet of things (IoT), billions of devices (e.g., smart phones,
wearable devices and sensors) are expected to be connected to the Internet [30, 31]. Due
to the limited computing capacity and battery life, IoT devices often face a challenge in
dealing with computation-intensive tasks [2]. To mitigate such a challenge, cloud systems
(e.g., datacenter) and multiaccess edge computing systems give rise to convenient accesses
of abundant computing resource for IoT-based services [32]. In both cloud and multiaccess
edge computing systems, many in-network hardware middleboxes such as Firewalls (FWs),
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) and WAN optimizers are employed to ensure the security and
performance [33]. On the one hand, these hardware appliances bring benefits for securely and
efficiently delivering services. On the other hand, these dedicated middleboxes are expensive
and require great efforts for maintenance and management [20].
To reduce the capital expenditures and the operating expense, network function virtualization (NFV) is introduced [13]. NFV transforms the implementation of proprietary hardware appliances (or middleboxes) to software-based modules called virtual network functions
or service functions (SFs) [14]. SFs can be flexibly installed on or removed from physical
nodes (e.g., edge/cloud servers) [34]. In NFV, the network service request (NSR) consists of
a set of SFs with corresponding resource demands (e.g., virtual machine, bandwidth) [15].
To accommodate a network service request, service providers can concatenate the requested
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Figure 3.1: Delivering cloud gaming service as an SFC in the datacenter network.
SFs into a linear structure called a service function chain (SFC) and embed it onto the physical network (PN) with enough reserved network resources [35]. If the executing order of the
requested SFs is given by the customer, the service provider can construct only one unique
SFC with a specific virtual linear topology. When the executing order of the requested SFs
is not specified or partially specified, there exist multiple possible combinations to construct
the SFC. The process of constructing an SFC and embedding it onto a shared PN is referred to as service function chaining and embedding (SFCE) [15]. The physical path that
accommodates the constructed SFC in the PN is called a service function path (SFP).
Fig. 3.1 shows a cloud gaming application running in the datacenter network with an ultralow latency requirement. Inside the datacenter, the customer’s traffic comes from the blue
core switch (i.e., C1 in Fig. 3.1) requiring the FW and DPI before reaching the gaming core
(GC) and the resolution optimizer (RO) afterwards. The green-solid and red-dotted arrows
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are two feasible SFPs that satisfy the demands. The green-solid SFP passes the SFs in the
order of C1→S1(FW)→S2(DPI)→S3(GC)→S4(RO)→C1 with 3 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 3 = 14 hops.
The red-dotted SFP goes through the SFs as C1→S6(DPI)→S7(FW)→S8(GC)→S5(RO)→C1
and requires 3 + 4 + 2 + 4 + 3 = 16 hops. Assuming each SF needs the same processing
latency, the green-solid SFP outperforms the red-dotted SFP in terms of hop numbers (or
transmission latency cost). Hence, it is important for the service provider to optimize the
SFCE process and minimize the cost when constructing the SFP [30].
There is some existing work focusing on the cost minimization of the SFCE process
[36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43], and only a few works study the performance guarantee
[17, 26, 44, 45, 46, 47]. Specifically, when the executing order of an SFC is given, the authors of [26], [45] and [46] proposed schemes to optimally embed the SFC onto the PN with
unlimited bandwidth. Without a given SFC’s executing order, the authors of [17] and [47]
proposed graph theory-based algorithms to simultaneously construct and embed an SFC with
a 2-approximation guarantee under the assumption that each physical node only provides one
unique SF. However, the above research work devises the performance approximation guarantees at the expenditure of assumptions, which may not be feasible for practical scenarios.
In this paper, for the first time, we provide an approach that comprehensively investigates
how to jointly chain and embed an NSR with provable bounds under practical networking
conditions. We mathematically define the problem of minimum cost service function chaining and embedding (MC-SFCE). Here, the cost can be identified as the bandwidth, latency
or expenditure. We propose a novel algorithm called COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization
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with ShortCut (COFO-SC), which is proved to be tightly bounded. In the PNs, where each
physical node only provides one unique SF, COFO-SC guarantees a 2-approximation bound.
When each physical node provides multiple SFs, COFO-SF can accommodate an NSR with
a logarithm-approximation.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section II, we mathematically formulate
the MC-SFCE problem. In Section III, IV and V, we illustrate the proposed algorithm and
analyze its performance in different networking conditions. Section VI demonstrates the
experimental results and analysis. We conclude this chapter in Section VII.

3.2 Minimum Cost Service Function Chaining and Embedding (MC-SFCE)

3.2.1 Physical Network Model
The physical network (PN) is denoted by an undirected graph G = (N, L, F ), where N
represents the set of physical nodes (e.g., edge/cloud server, IoT devices), L is the set of
physical links, and F denotes a set of commonly used SFs (e.g., Firewall, deep packet inspection, WAN optimizer). Since installing particular SFs may require significant amounts
of resources, licenses or copyrights, in our model, each physical node n ∈ N can only instantiate a specific set of SF instances Fn ⊂ F with a certain amount of computing capacity
cn . Each physical link l ∈ L has a particular amount of bandwidth bwl and a certain cost
costl . Here, the cost of a link can be one of the following attributes: bandwidth, latency or
expenditure. For simplicity, a physical link l can also be represented by lm,n , where m, n ∈ N
are its endpoints. A physical path from m to n is denoted by pathm,n , where costpathm,n and
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bwpathm,n represent its cost and bottleneck bandwidth, respectively.
In this work, we investigate two types of PNs: (1) a unique function physical network
(UFPN) and (2) a multiple function physical network (MFPN). In UFPN, each physical node
only provides one unique SF instance. That is, any two different physical nodes provide
different SF instances (i.e., Fm ∩ Fn = ∅, ∀m, n ∈ N ). This scenario is practical in the
subdomains of a large network [48] or resource-constrained systems [7]. In contrast, each
physical node in MFPN is capable of providing various SF instances, while different physical
nodes may offer the same SF instance(s) (i.e., Fm ∩ Fn may not be an empty set).
3.2.2 Network Service Request (NSR)
A network service request (NSR) can be represented as a four-tuple NSR =< s, d, V, |BW | >,
where s and d represent source and destination nodes, V denotes the set of requested virtual
nodes (or SF nodes), and |BW | is the amount of bandwidth demand. For each virtual node
v ∈ V , it requires a specific type of SF instance fv ∈ F , a certain amount of computing
demand cv , and a deployment cost costv (e.g., CPU, expenditures, or processing latency).
Notably, s and d are regarded as the source and destination, respectively, for both SFP
and SFC.

3.2.3 Minimum Cost Service Function Chaining and Embedding (MC-SFCE)
The optimization problem of MC-SFCE is defined as follows: given a PN and an NSR,
determine how to accommodate the NSR onto the PN such that (1) the following constraints
are satisfied and (2) the cost of the constructed SFP is minimized. Here, the cost of the
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constructed SFP means the summation of the links’ cost in the SFP and the SFs’ deployment
cost. The objective function is shown in Eq. (3.1), where µu,v
pathm,n represents the cost of
pathm,n supporting the traffic from u to v. In Eq. (3.1), the first summation component
is the cost for mapping the SFC virtual links, and the second denotes the cost of mapping
virtual nodes. Table I describes the primary notations for the variables that we used.
min

XXX X
v∈V u∈V n∈N m∈N

µpathu,v
+
m,n

X

costv

(3.1)

v∈V

Table 3.1: Notation Table
Notation
N
V
Vsub
m, n
u, v
|BW |
Mnv
∆vn
cv
cn
costv
pathu,v
m,n
bwpathm,n
costpathm,n
µpathu,v
m,n

Meaning
Set of physical nodes
Set of virtual nodes
Subset of V
Physical nodes m, n ∈ N
Virtual nodes u, v ∈ V
Amount of bandwidth demand
=1 when v is mapped onto n; 0 otherwise
=1 when n provides SF instance for v; 0 otherwise
Computing demand of v
Computing capacity of n
Deployment cost of v
=1 when pathm,n supports the traffic from u to v; 0 otherwise
Bottleneck bandwidth of pathm,n
Cost of pathm,n
Cost of pathm,n supporting the traffic from u to v

SF node mapping constraints: Eq. (3.2) represents whether a virtual node v is mapped onto
physical node n or not, while Eq. (3.3) identifies whether n is capable of instantiating SF
instance for v or not. Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5) ensure that if v is mapped onto n, then n must
be capable of providing the corresponding SF instance and enough computing capacity. Eq.
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(3.6) specifies that each virtual node v will be mapped onto one physical node n.





1, Virtual node v ∈ V is mapped





v
Mn =
onto physical node n ∈ N .








0, Otherwise.

(3.2)






1, Physical node n ∈ N provides





∆vn =
SF instance for v.








0, Otherwise.

(3.3)

Mnv ≤ ∆vn , ∀n ∈ N, ∀v ∈ V

(3.4)

X

(3.5)

Mnv ∗ cv ≤ cn , ∀n ∈ N

v∈V

X

Mnv = 1, ∀v ∈ V

(3.6)

n∈N

Traffic constraints: We use pathu,v
m,n to denote whether pathm,n supports the traffic from
virtual node u to v as shown in Eq. (3.7). Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) ensure that (1) if pathm,n is
u
used to support traffic from u to v, then Mm
and Mnv must both be 1, and (2) the bottleneck

bandwidth of pathm,n must not be less than |BW |. Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.11) require that
(1) there must be a physical path starting from each virtual node (including source), and
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(2) there must be a physical path ending at each virtual node (including destination). Eq.
(3.12) guarantees that there is no circle in the formulated SFP, where Vsub is a subset of V .
Eq. (3.13) denotes the calculation of µpathu,v
.
m,n

pathu,v
m,n

pathu,v
m,n ≤






1, Path from n to m supports





=
traffic from SF node u to v.








0, Otherwise.

(3.7)

u
Mnv + Mm
, ∀m, n ∈ N, ∀u, v ∈ V, u 6= v
2

(3.8)

XX X X

pathu,v
m,n ∗ |BW | ≤ bwpathm,n

(3.9)

pathu,v
m,n = 1, ∀u ∈ {V ∪ s}

(3.10)

pathu,v
m,n = 1, ∀v ∈ {V ∪ d}

(3.11)

u∈V v∈V m∈N n∈N

X XX
v∈V,u6=v m∈N n∈N

X

XX

u∈V,u6=v m∈N n∈N

X X XX

pathu,v
m,n ≤ |Vsub | − 1,

u∈Vsub v∈Vsub m∈N n∈N

∀Vsub $ V, Vsub 6= ∅, u 6= v

(3.12)
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u,v
µpathu,v
= pathu,v
m,n ∗ costpathm,n ,
m,n

(3.13)

∀u, v ∈ V, u 6= v, ∀m, n ∈ N

3.3 Complexity Analysis of Minimum Cost Service Function Chaining and
Embedding (MC-SFCE)

In this section, we analyze the complexity of the MC-SFCE process in unique function
tree networks (UFTNs), unique function mesh networks (UFMNs), multiple function tree
networks (MFTNs) and multiple function mesh networks (MFMNs). Note that, since the
second summation component in Eq. (1) will be fixed in our assumptions, we illustrate how
the first summation component will be optimized.

3.3.1 MC-SFCE in Unique Function Tree Network
We start the analysis with a typical unique function tree network (UFTN), whereas the
network topology is a tree and each physical node only provides one unique SF. Note that,
even though a physical node provides only one type of SF in UFTN, multiple instances of
such an SF can be hosted by this physical node to support multiple NSRs. Fig. 3.2 shows
an example of a UFTN, where physical nodes A, B, C, D, E, and F can offer SF instances f1,
f2, f3, f4, f5, and f6, respectively. We assume that an NSR starts and ends at A and requires
four SFs, f1, f2, f5, and f6. Hence, the dark nodes in Fig. 3.2 will host the required SFs.
From our observation, optimally delivering the above network service (as an SFC) needs
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to find a trace structure that visits all required SFs with the least length1 . In fact, such
a structure is the shortest circle including all dark nodes in Fig. 3.2. In graph theory, a
circle can be defined as a nonempty walk where the only repeated nodes are the first and
last ones [49]. To form such a shortest circle, one needs to first determine its trace (i.e.,
the set of nodes and links that will be visited from source to destination). To satisfy the
NSR, creating such a trace should take the following properties into consideration: (1) all
required SFs need to be included in the trace, and (2) the length of the trace is the shortest.
As there is only one path connecting any pair of nodes in a tree topology [49], the trace of
such a shortest circle is also a tree. In other words, to optimally deliver the network service
here, one needs to determine a subtree of the given UFTN, which includes all required
SFs (matching the above property (1)), no leaf of this subtree hosts the unnecessary SF
(matching the above property (2)). As there is only one path connecting any pair of nodes
in a tree topology, such a subtree can be formulated by repeatedly deleting the leaf node
that does not host the required SF in the given UFTN. We call the subtree in which every
leaf provides one required SF as a basic subtree (BST). Then, to construct the shortest
circle in BST, one can follow the spanning closed walk creation methodology in [47] to form
1

We use the “length” and “distance” interchangeably in this work to represent the cost of a link or path.
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the shortest spanning closed walk starting from the source node. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates
an SFP created by applying the above methods, where the number beside each red-dotted
arrow represents the visiting order. The formulated SFC is s→f1→f2→f5→f6→d along
with the SFP A→B→A→C→E→C→F→C→A. Note that, when the destination node is
different from the source node, the optimal SFP can be formed by deleting the shortest path
connecting the source and destination nodes in the shortest circle.
As the processes of the subtree creation and the spanning closed walk construction can
both be finished within polynomial time, the following Lemma holds.

Lemma 3.3.1. Given an NSR and a UFTN, an optimal SFP can be constructed in polynomial time.
As the shortest spanning closed walk on a tree is twice the length of the tree [47], Lemma
3.3.2 holds.
Lemma 3.3.2. When source and destination nodes are same, the cost of a constructed SFP
equals twice the cost of the BST.

3.3.2 MC-SFCE in a Multiple Function Tree Network
In a multiple function tree network (MFTN), each physical node is capable of instantiating
a set of SF instances constrained by its computing capacity. Similarly, to optimize the SFCE
process in MFTNs, one needs to find a set of physical nodes that support all required SFs,
while the BST visiting those physical nodes has the least length. However, unlike the case
with UFTN, the set of physical nodes that will host the required SF nodes is not unique in
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Figure 3.4: MFTN with the star topology; |N | represents the size of the network.
the MFTN. Hence, determining how to properly embed SF nodes in MFTNs would have a
large impact on the first summation component in Eq. (3.1).

Theorem 3.3.3. Given an NSR and an MFTN, constructing an SFP with the minimum
cost is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove the NP-hardness of MC-SFCE in MFTNs via the reduction from the minimum weighted set cover problem [50]. Given a universe and a collection of nonempty subsets
with diverse weights, the minimum weighted set cover problem tries to find a collection of
subsets with minimum weights such that the elements’ union of those subsets is the universe.
We consider a special MFTN with a star topology, where all nodes directly connect with the
source node as shown in Fig. 3.4. Each leaf node is capable of hosting a set of SF instances,
and each link has a specific amount of cost. According to Lemma 3.3.2, given an NSR,
finding the optimal SFP in such a topology equals searching a set of leaf nodes that include
all required SFs with the minimum cost. We can reduce MC-SFCE in a multiple function
star topology to the minimum weighted set cover problem as following: (1) the required SFs
in the NSR are the universe in the weighted set cover problem; (2) each leaf node in the
star topology represents a subset of the universe; (3) the selected leaf nodes are the selected
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subsets; and (4) the cost of the SFP is the sum of the weights of the selected subsets in
the weighted set cover problem. Then, MC-SFCE in MFTNs with the star topology is, in
fact, equivalent to the minimum weighted set cover problem. Since the minimum weighted
set cover is a well-known NP-hard problem [50], the optimization problem of MC-SFCE in
MFTNs is also NP-hard.

3.3.3 MC-SFCE in Mesh Networks
For MC-SFCE in mesh networks, we first examine the unique function mesh network (UFMN).
Theorem 3.3.4. Given an NSR and a UFMN, constructing an SFP with the minimum cost
is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove the NP-hardness of MC-SFCE in UFMNs via the reduction from the traveling salesman path problem (TSPP) [28]. The TSPP tries to find the shortest path visiting
each node in a graph with the minimum distance sum. As each node only provides one
unique SF instance, MC-SFCE in UFMN tries to create a path (i.e., SFP) visiting each
physical node that provides the required SF instance and requires the minimum path cost.
When each physical node provides one required SF, MC-SFCE in UFPN is equivalent to the
TSPP, which is NP-hard [28].
From Theorem 3.3.3, MC-SFCE in MFTN is NP-hard. Since the tree topology is the
special case of the generic mesh network, MC-SFCE in multiple function mesh networks
(MFMNs) is also NP-hard.
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Lemma 3.3.5. Given an NSR and an MFMN, constructing an SFP with minimum cost is
NP-hard.
As one can see, MC-SFCE in mesh physical networks is NP-hard. To facilitate the optimization of MC-SFCE in a given physical network, we propose a novel algorithm called COst
Factor-based SFCE Optimization with ShortCut (COFO-SC) and analyze its performance
bounds in the following sections.

3.4 COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization with ShortCut (COFO-SC)

In this section, based on the analysis above, we first propose novel cost factor (CF) and
shortcut (SC) techniques to facilitate MC-SFCE optimization. Then, we combine these two
techniques to propose our COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization with ShortCut (COFOSC) algorithm.

3.4.1 COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization (COFO)
As shown in Eq. (3.1), the cost of constructing an SFP depends on two factors: (1) the
number of physical nodes that host the required SF instances and (2) the distances (cost)
among these physical nodes. From the analysis in previous section, these two factors need
to be jointly taken into consideration to optimize MC-SFCE. For instance, when greedily
reducing the number of physical nodes participating the SFP, the selected physical nodes
may be farther away from each other, thus increasing the link cost (i.e., the first summation
component in Eq. (3.1)). Likewise, when only greedily considering the distance among
physical nodes, more physical nodes may be selected to construct the SFP, resulting in more
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cost in connecting these physical nodes. Accordingly, we propose the cost factor (CF) to
indicate the importance of a physical node for reducing the cost during the process of jointly
constructing and embedding an SFC.
Cost Factor: Based on the discussion above, a proper physical node that will help
reduce the cost of the constructed SFP should (1) provide as many required SF instances
as possible (i.e., to minimize the number of physical nodes participating the construction
of SFP), and (2) be as “near” as possible to the physical nodes that have been selected.
Eq. (3.14) illustrates the calculation of CF value of a physical node n.
CFn =

|σn |
|Dis(T,n) |

(3.14)

In Eq. (3.14), |σn | represents the number of required SFs that can be instantiated by
physical node n constrained by its computing capacity, while |Dis(T,n) | is the “shortest
distance” (minimum cost) between n and the connected component T that is formulated
by the selected node(s). Note that |σn | only counts the number of required SFs that have
not been instantiated but can be provided by node n. The connected component T is the
minimum spanning tree visiting all selected nodes. Initially, T only includes the source and
destination nodes.
To optimize MC-SFCE, we first propose the COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization
(COFO), as shown in Algorithm 2. Initially, COFO creates T including s and d (Line 3) to
represent the set of selected physical nodes that host the satisfied SFs and Ω to represent the
set of unsatisfied SFs. In Lines 4-12, the algorithm repeatedly updates the CF value for each
physical node, selects the node x with the highest CF value, and merges the shortest path
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Algorithm 2 COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization (COFO)
1: Input: G, N SR;
2: Output: SFC, SFP;
3: Instantiate T = {s, d} and Ω = V ;
4: while Ω 6= ∅ do
5:
if T only includes s and d then
6:
Update CF values of all nodes by Eq. (3.15);
7:
else Update CF values of all nodes by Eq. (3.14);
8:
end if
9:
Pick node x with highest CF value;
10:
Connect x to T via the bandwidth-aware shortest path pathx,T , and T = T ∪ pathx,T ;
11:
Instantiate σx at x, and Ω = Ω − σx ;
12: end while
13: Create the shortest spanning closed walk according to T ;
14: Form the SFP by deleting the shortest path from s to d in the formed shortest spanning
closed walk;
15: Record the corresponding SFC of the constructed SFP;
return SFC, SFP;
pathx,T into T , while deleting the instantiated SFs (i.e., σx ) at x from Ω until all required
SFs are satisfied. Note that, if T only includes source and destination nodes, the algorithm
applies Eq. (3.15) to calculate the CF value for each physical node. This is because T is not
yet a connected component. Thus, the initial CF value is calculated by the average CF value
from node n to both source and destination nodes. Otherwise, the CF value is calculated by
Eq. (3.14).
CFninitial

=

|σn |
Dis(s,n)

+
2

|σn |
Dis(d,n)

(3.15)

Based on the steps above, T is, in fact, a spanning tree visiting source node, destination
node, and all selected nodes. According to Lemma 3.3.2, the SFP can be created by applying
the shortest spanning closed walk technique from [47] on T and deleting the shortest path
between the source and destination nodes in the walk (Line 14). Finally, the algorithm will
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Table 3.2: CF Value and T Updates
Iteration
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1
1
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= 32
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T1
A, F, pathA,C , pathC,F
Instantiated SFs f2, f6
1
2
2
0
0
=2
2
1
T2
A, F, pathA,C , pathC,F , pathE,C
Instantiated SFs f1, f2, f5, f6
return the SFP and its corresponding SFC.
In Fig. 3.5, the set of SF instances and computing capacity are listed beside each physical
node. We assume that there is an NSR starting at A and ending with F, while requiring
four SFs, namely, f1, f2, f5 and f6, each of which demands 15 units of computing resources.
When applying our proposed COFO, Table 3.2 lists the variation of CF values and T in
each iteration. In the first iteration, as node C owns the highest CF value, it is picked by
COFO, and paths pathA,C , pathC,F are added to T1 . The red nodes and links in Fig. 3.6
show the paths (links) and nodes in T . In the second iteration, node E will be selected
by COFO, and pathE,C will be merged into T , as shown in Fig. 3.7. As nodes C and E
instantiate all required SFs, COFO then forms the shortest spanning closed walk on T and
deletes the shortest path connecting A and F in the walk. Fig. 3.8 shows the constructed
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SFP A→C→E→C→F along with the SFC s→f2→f6→f1→f5→d.
As one can see, the step with the highest runtime is updating the CF value for each
physical node. When applying the shortest path algorithm with the time complexity |N L +
N 2 logN |, the time complexity of COFO is |N 2 L + N 3 logN |.

3.4.2 COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization with ShortCut (COFO-SC)
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Figure 3.9: Result of COFO after applying the shortcut technique.
In the final iteration of the above COFO, T is the minimum spanning tree (e.g., the
red nodes and links in Fig. 3.7) that visits all selected nodes. When applying the shortest
spanning closed walk on a minimum spanning tree (i.e., the red nodes and links in Fig. 3.7)
to generate the SFP, the walk will follow the order as shown in Fig. 3.8: A→C→E→C→F.
This means that, based on COFO, the route going from E to F will have to pass through C
Algorithm 3 COst Factor-based SFCE Optimization with ShortCut (COFO-SC)
1: Input: G, N SR;
2: Output: SFP, SFC;
3: {SFP, SFC} = COFO(G, N SR);
4: for each adjacent pair of physical nodes m, n in SFP do
SF P
5:
if |pathG
m,n | ≤ |pathm,n | then
P
G
6:
Replace pathSF
m,n by pathm,n ;
7:
end if
8: end for
return SFP, SFC;
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in the physical network. In fact, in the original PN, there may be a shorter route going from
E to F, and this route does not pass through C. We call such a shorter route a shortcut path.
Specifically, for two adjacent physical nodes (say, m and n) of the SFP created by COFO,
if there is a path in the original physical network G, say P athG
m,n , which is shorter than the
G
P
P athSF
m,n in the constructed SFP, then we call this P athm,n a shortcut path from m to n.

For example, for the path E→C→F in Fig. 3.8, there actually is a shortcut path E→ F in
the original physical network, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Hence, the cost of an SFP generated
from the COFO algorithm can be further optimized via the following processes: for each
pair of adjacent physical nodes that host SFs, check whether there is a shortcut path in the
physical network. If there is, one can replace the path of these two adjacent physical nodes
in the SFP with the shortest shortcut path to further minimize the length of the constructed
SFP.
Based on the discussion above, we propose the cost factor-based SFCE optimization with
shortcuts (COFO-SC) algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 3. COFO-SC calls COFO first to
generate the SFP and the corresponding SFC (Line 3). Then, COFO-SC checks whether
there exists a shortcut for any two adjacent physical nodes (say m and n) in the generated
SFP (Lines 4-5). If there exists such a shortcut path with enough bandwidth, the algorithm
P
will replace the path connecting m and n in the SFP (P athSF
m,n ) with the shortcut path

connecting m and n in the original PN (P athG
m,n ) (Line 6). Finally, COFO-SC returns the
updated SFP. In the worst case, each SF will be independently mapped onto a single physical
node, and COFO-SC will check |V + 1| pairs of physical nodes in the SFP. Generally, |V | is
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much less than |N |. COFO-SC has the same time complexity as COFO.

3.5 Bounds Analysis

In this section, we analyze the bounds of our proposed algorithms in unique function physical
networks (UFPNs) and multiple function physical networks (MFPNs).

3.5.1 Bound Analysis in UFPNs
Given the topology of a unique function physical network, we can transform it into a complete
graph, whereas each node provides a required SF, and each link lm,n is the shortest path
between m and n in the given UFPN. We call this complete graph an auxiliary complete
graph (ACG). Again, in such a situation, even though a physical node provides only one
unique type of SF, multiple SF instances can be hosted to support multiple NSRs. When
applying the proposed schemes, the CF factor depends on the distance between the node
n and the connected component T as |σn | will always be 1. Accordingly, in each iteration,
the node n in the complete graph with the shortest distance to T will be selected, and the
shortest path pathn,T will be merged to T . This process is equivalent to the prime algorithm
of constructing the minimum spanning tree (MST) in ACG [49].
Lemma 3.5.1. Given a UFPN and an NSR, the optimal SFP exists in an ACG that is
generated from UFPN [17].
Theorem 3.5.2. Given an NSR, COFO-SC constructs an SFP that is 2-approximation to
the optimal SFP in UFPNs.
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Proof. We use |SF PCOFO-SC | to represent the cost of the SFP generated from the proposed
schemes, |M ST | to denote the length of the T after the last iteration, |SF Popt | to present
the length of the optimal SFP, and |P aths,d | to represent the length of the shortest path
connecting the source and destination.
From Lemma 3.5.1, as the MST (i.e., T after the last iteration) is the minimum length
structure that connects all nodes in a graph, Eq. (3.16) holds.
|M ST | ≤ |SF Popt |

(3.16)

According to the proposed scheme, the length of the generated SFP equals the length of the
shortest spanning closed walk minus the length of the shortest path connecting the source
and destination. From Lemma 3.3.2, the length of the shortest spanning closed walk equals
twice the length of the MST, thereby, Eq. (3.17) holds.
|SF PCOFO-SC | = 2 ∗ |M ST | − |P aths,d |

(3.17)

When combining Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17), Eq. (3.18) holds.
|SF PCOFO-SC | ≤ 2 ∗ |SF Popt | − |P aths,d |

(3.18)

As a result, the proposed COFO-SC can accommodate an NSR in UFPNs within a 2approximation guarantee.
Lemma 3.5.3. Given a UFTN and an NSR, the proposed COFO-SC can generate an optimal
SFP with the minimum cost.
Proof. Based on the proposed COFO-SC, after the final iteration, T is the MST that visits
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all required SFs, which is equivalent to the basic subtree (BST ). BST is the shortest subtree
that includes all required SFs. Then, COFO-SC applies the shortest spanning closed walk
technique on the BST to generate the SFP. Based on the analysis in Section IV, the SFP
generated from COFO-SC is the optimal SFP.

3.5.2 Bound Analysis in MFPNs
Table 3.3 describes the necessary notations that will be used in the following proof.
Table 3.3: Notations for Approximation Proof
Variable
|σni |
Ti
|Disn,T i |
i
|SFlef
t|
i
SF Popt
i |
|Disn,SF Popt
|αi |
|γ|
|V |
|k|
|β|

Notation
Number of SFs instantiated at node n in iteration i
Connected component T in iteration i
Distance from n to T i in iteration i
Number of SFs that have not been satisfied in iteration i
i
Optimal SFP to satisfy SFlef
t in iteration i
i
Distance from n to the SF Popt in iteration i
i
Number of physical nodes in SF Popt
1
Number of physical nodes that host required SFs in SF Popt
Number of required SFs in NSR
Minimum number of SFs satisfied in all iterations
Total number of iterations to satisfy all SFs

Theorem 3.5.4. Given an NSR, the proposed COFO-SC is the

ln(|V |)
-approximation
|k|

to the

optimal SFP in MFPNs.
Proof. Eq. (3.19) is the relationship between the number of satisfied SFs and the unsatisfied
SFs in each pair of adjacent iterations (i.e., iteration i and i + 1).
i+1
i
i
|SFlef
t | = |SFlef t | + |σn |, ∀i ∈ |β|

(3.19)
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As COFO-SC selects the node n with the highest CF value, CFn is greater than the
i
. This is because the physical nodes in the
average CF value of the physical nodes in SF Popt

optimal SFP can exist: (1) in Ti and (2) out of Ti . For any node m in Ti , node n has a
greater CF value than CFm ; otherwise, CFn is not the greatest. For any node m out of Ti ,
i

i

|σm |
the CFm is calculated as max( Dis
, |σm | ), which is also less than CFn . Therefore, Eq.
m,s Dism,d

(3.20) holds.
i |
|σm
i
m∈SF Popt
Dism,SF P i

P

|σni |
|Disn,T i |

opt

≥

|αi |

, ∀i ∈ |β|

(3.20)

As different physical nodes may provide the same SF instance(s), Eq. (3.21) holds.
X

i
i
|σm
| ≥ |SFlef
t |, ∀i ∈ |β|

(3.21)

i
m∈SF Popt

i
For a node m in SF Popt
, in order to maximize

i |
|σm

Dism,SF P i

, the denominator of the CF value

opt

i
, as shown in Eq. (3.22).
is not greater than the half length of the SF Popt

i
Dism,SF Popt
≤

i
|SF Popt
|
, ∀i ∈ |β|
2

(3.22)

Initially, no SF has been instantiated by any physical node; thus, Eq. (3.23) holds.
|αi | ≤ |γ|, ∀i ∈ |β|

(3.23)

From Eqs. (3.21-3.23), Eq. (3.20) can be transferred into Eq. (3.24).
i
|γ| ∗ |SFlef
|σni |
t|
≥
, ∀i ∈ |β|
i
|SF Popt |
|Disn,T i |
|γ| ∗
2

(3.24)
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Eq. (3.24) can be further transferred into Eq. (3.25).
|Disn,T i | ≤

i
|
|SF Popt
|σni |
∗
, ∀i ∈ |β|
i
|SFlef t |
2

(3.25)

When summing up all iterations, Eq. (3.25) will be transferred into Eq. (3.26).
|β|
X

|Disn,T i | ≤

|β|
X

i=1

i=1

i
|SF Popt
|
|σni |
∗
i
|SFlef t |
2

(3.26)

According to Eq. (3.19), Eq. (3.27) holds.
|σni |
1
1
1
≤
+
+ ... +
i+1 ≤
i
i
i
|SFlef t |
|SFlef t | |SFlef t | − 1
|SFlef
t|

i
SFlef
t

X 1
, ∀i ∈ |β|

i+1

(3.27)

=SFlef t

Combining Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.27), one will have Eq. (3.28), which can be further
transferred into Eq. (3.29).
|β|
X
i=1

SF i

|β|
lef t
i
X
X
|
1 |SF Popt
|Disn,T i | ≤
∗

2
i+1
i=1

|β|
X
i=1

(3.28)

=SFlef t

|V |
i
X
|
1 |SF Popt
|Disn,T i | ≤
∗

2
|β|

(3.29)

=SFlef t

According to the properties of a harmonic series, Eq. (3.30) holds.
|V |
X
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
...
+
≤
|β|
1

|V
|
|V
|
−
σ
SF
n
|β|
lef t

=SFlef t

1
ln(|V |) + 1
1
1
1
+
+
+ ... +
≤
|β|
|V | |V | − |k| |V | − 2 ∗ |k|
|k|
SFlef t

(3.30)

1
As the optimal SFP in the first iteration SF Popt
is in fact the overall optimal SFP, for
i
any optimal SFP in other iterations SF Popt
(i > 1), Eq. (3.31) and (3.32) hold.

i
1
SF Popt
> SF Popt
, ∀i > 1

(3.31)
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|β|
X

|Disn,T i | ≤

i=1

ln(|V |) + 1 |SF Popt |
∗
|k|
2

(3.32)

In fact, the connected component in the last iteration T |β| is the spanning tree that connects
the source node, destination node and all selected nodes. Based on Lemma 3.3.2, Eq. (3.33)
holds.
|SF PCOFO-SC | ≤ 2 ∗

|β|
X

|Disn,T i | − paths,d ≤

i=1

Thus, given an NSR, the COFO-SC algorithm is a

ln(|V |) + 1
∗ |SF Popt |
|k|

ln(|V |)
-approximation
|k|

(3.33)

for the MC-SFCE

problem in MFPNs.

3.6 Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we show the performance of the proposed algorithms2 when comparing with
the techniques that are directly extended from the schemes [37] and [26].

3.6.1 Simulation Environment
Similar to the state-of-the-art simulation settings in [17, 36, 37, 38], we randomly generate
40-node-180-link mesh networks and 6-fat-tree as physical networks (PNs). For the mesh
network, each physical node owns at least four direct neighbors (i.e., each physical node
directly connects at least four other nodes). In both mesh and fat-tree networks, each
physical node is equipped with the computing capacity in the range of [30 − 60] and is
2

The implementations of our methods can be found at github.com/frozenlalala/Function-EmbeddingStrategy.
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capable of instantiating [2 − 5] different SF instances. For each physical link, it has available
bandwidth in the range of [5 − 20] and the cost in the range of [3 − 8].
We set the number of SF nodes required by an NSR in the range of [6 − 24]. For each SF
node, the required computing capacity is in the range of [10−20]. The source and destination
nodes required in the NSR are randomly generated, while the bandwidth demand is set as
5.

3.6.2 Performance Metrics and Benchmarks
We use the following metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes.
Acceptance Ratio: When the bandwidth provided by the PN is not sufficient, the
scheme cannot embed some NSRs. We use the acceptance ratio (AR) to evaluate the performance. AR is calculated based on AR =

|NSRAccept |
,
|NSRC |

where |NSRAccept | represents the number

of accepted NSRs, while NSRC is the set of all input requests.
Cost Per Request: We define the cost per request (CPR) to evaluate the performance
of the proposed schemes. Here, CPR represents the average cost of the accepted requests
P

and is calculated as CPR =

NSRi ∈NSRAccept

|NSRAccpet |

|SF P |

, where |SF P | represents the length of the

SFP for NSRi .
We extended two state-of-the-art techniques in [37] and [26] as the benchmarks. We
extend the method in [37] as follows: (1) calculating the BC value for each node n (BCn );
(2) using the factor BCn ∗ σn to evaluate the importance of each physical node, where σn
represents the number of SF instances that node n can accommodate under the computing
resource constraint; (3) selecting the node with the highest factor value; (4) embedding
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the set of SFs that maximizes the factor value onto n; (5) repeating (1)-(4) until all SFs
are satisfied; and (6) connecting the source, destination and all selected nodes based on
the nearest-neighbor algorithm proposed in [29] to form the SFP. Note that, as proved in
[29], the proposed nearest neighbor algorithm can visit all required cities (nodes) within a
| 21 dlg(N )e + 12 |-approximation, where N represents the number of physical nodes in the given
network. We name the technique that is extended from [37] “BACON”. When given an
SFC and the physical network bandwidth is not constrained, the algorithm proposed in [26]
can construct an optimal SFP. We extend the technique proposed in [26] as follows: (1)
generating ten random SFCs, (2) constructing corresponding SFPs by applying [26], and
(3) selecting the SFP with the minimum cost. We call the technique extended from [26]
“SP-SFCE”.

3.6.3 Performance Analysis in UFPNs
We first evaluate whether the proposed scheme can achieve a 2-approximation performance
in unique function physical networks (UFPNs). Under this scenario, each node only provides
one unique SF. Based on Eq. (3.16), the length of the MST is less than the length of the optimal SFP, which can be regarded as the lower bound. To test whether the proposed COFO-SC
guarantees a 2-approximation in UFPNs, we set the “Upper Bound” as twice the length of
MST and extended the branch and bound (B&B) technique proposed in [51] to formulate
the “Lower Bound”. Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate the performance of the proposed schemes
when increasing the number of required SFs in UFPNs. The yellow-triangle-solid, yellowtriangle-dotted, gray-square-solid and gray-square-dotted curves represent the performance
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Figure 3.10: Unique function mesh networks.
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Figure 3.11: Unique function fat-tree.

of “Upper Bound”, “Lower Bound”, “COFO” and “COFO-SC”, respectively.
In Fig. 3.10, both the COFO and COFO-SC algorithms outperform the upper bound,
which verifies the correctness of the 2-approximation. In mesh networks, there exists more
than one path from one node to another node. As a result, the physical path between two
adjacent physical nodes that host the SF instance(s) may not be the shortest path. As
COFO-SC applies the shortcut technique to further optimize the cost between the adjacent
pair of physical nodes that host SF instances in the constructed SFP, it outperforms COFO.
In Fig. 3.11, when increasing the number of required SFs, both algorithms achieve the 2approximation performance. When the network is a fat-tree topology, all SFs are supported
by the servers locating at the leaf nodes. The minimum spanning tree (MST) is likely created
as a star, whereas the source node or the destination node will play the role as the “root”.
Since the COFO algorithm does not apply the shortcut technique, the path connecting one
server to another server may bypass the “root” of the MST and introduce additional cost
in COFO. In contrast, as COFO-SC applies the shortcut technique, these detours can be
avoided by steering the traffic to the shortest path connecting one server to another directly.
As one can see from Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11, both the COFO and COFO-SC algorithms
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achieve the 2-approximation performance. On average, the COFO-SC algorithm outperforms
COFO by 10.4% and 18.5% in mesh networks and fat-trees, respectively.

3.6.4 Performance Analysis in MFPNs
We then evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in multiple function physical
networks. The evaluations are carried out by varying the bandwidth in each link (Figs. 3.12
and 3.13), the computing resource in each node (Fig. 3.14), the size of the network (Fig.
3.15), and the number of required SFs (Fig. 3.16). In the following figures, the red-rhombussolid, blue-circle-dashed and gray-square-dotted curves represent the performance of “SPSFCE”, “BACON” and “COFO-SC”, respectively. Specifically, the red-grid, blue-dotted
and gray-solid bars in Fig. 3.13 represent the acceptance ratio of “SP-SFCE”, “BACON”
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Figure 3.12: CPR vs. bandwidth.
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Figure 3.13: Acceptance vs. bandwidth.

Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 show the performances of all schemes when varying the bandwidth in
each link in terms of the CRP and accepting ratio. As one can see, all schemes need less cost
to accommodate the NSRs and have higher accepting ratios with an increasing bandwidth
in each link. When the bandwidth is severely limited, all schemes try to accommodate the
NSRs by exploring all possible “longer” paths with enough bandwidth, which leads to the
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higher cost. When bandwidth is abundant, the shorter path (i.e., the path with less cost)
becomes available, which leads to the lower cost. Since the COFO-SC algorithm jointly
composites and embeds the SFC, it effectively steers the traffic even when the bandwidth is
severely limited. As a result, the COFO-SC algorithm has a higher accepting ratio than the
other two techniques. SP-SFCE has the worst performance because it totally depends on how
the SFCs are constructed. Overall, COFO-SC accepts 97.5% of NSRs, and it outperforms

Cost Per Request

SP-SFCE and BACON by an average of 49.4% and 12.3%, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: CPR vs. computing resource.

To show the impact of the computing resource, we set the computing resource of each
physical node in the range of [15, 60]. Fig. 3.14 demonstrates the CPR of all three schemes
when varying the amount of computing resources in each physical node. As the computing resources provided by physical nodes increases, the cost needed to construct the SFPs
decreases for all schemes. This is because, with more computing resource, the schemes can
instantiate more SFs onto nearby physical nodes, which can decrease the number of physical
nodes needed for the SFPs and reduce the SFP construction cost. From our experimental
results, COFO-SC outperforms the other two schemes. The reason is that the proposed cost
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factor can effectively identify the proper physical node to construct the SFP by taking the
number of SF instances provided by the physical node and the distance into consideration.

Cost Per Request

On average, COFO-SC outperforms SP-SFCE and BACON by 22.6% and 9.9%, respectively.
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Figure 3.15: CPR vs. number of physical nodes.

As shown in Fig. 3.15, when increasing the size of the network, all algorithms require a
longer average cost to construct the SFPs. In a large network, the betweenness centrality
(BC) measurement cannot accurately indicate the importance of physical nodes. The reason
is that multiple paths may be the “shortest” from source to destination. As a result, the
physical nodes selected by BACON might be widely distributed among the network, which
can introduce additional cost. As the cost factor takes the distance between the selected
physical node and the physical node candidates into consideration, it is able to effectively
pick the physical node that can simultaneously host many SF instances while not introducing
much additional cost. Hence, COFO-SC outperforms SP-SFCE and BACON by an average
of 29.4% and 16.4%, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3.16, with an increasing number of SFs, all three schemes require a
higher cost to construct the SFPs. When the number of required SFs is small, SP-SFCE

Cost Per Request
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Figure 3.16: CPR vs. number of SFs.
outperforms the other two schemes. The reason is that when the number of required SFs is
small, there are relatively high probabilities that the optimized SFCs are constructed and
that the SP-SFCE can optimally embed a given SFC. On average, COFO-SC outperforms

Cost Per Request

SP-SFCE by 12.7% and BACON by 10.2%.
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Figure 3.17: Results in multiple function mesh networks.

Last but not least, we verify the approximation performance of the proposed COFO-SC
algorithm in multiple function mesh networks. Here, we implemented the method proposed
in [26] to find the least length SFP among all SFC compositions as the “Lower Bound”.
Then, we use the performance of the lower bound that multiplies ln(|V |) as the “Upper
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Bound”. In Fig. 3.17, the upper bound, COFO-SC, and lower bound are denoted by the
yellow triangle-solid, gray square-dotted, and yellow triangle-dotted curves, respectively. As
one can see, the COFO-SC algorithm guarantees the logarithm-approximation. Moreover,
the results verify that the proposed CF value can effectively select the physical node to host
many SFs while introducing little cost to construct the SFP.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have comprehensively investigated how to deliver IoT-based services by
jointly compositing and embedding an SFC with provable bounds. We have mathematically
formulated the minimum cost service function chaining and embedding (MC-SFCE) problem. To optimize MC-SFCE problem, we have proposed an efficient algorithm called COst
Factor-based SFCE Optimization with ShortCut (COFO-SC), which is the 2-approximation
in unique function physical networks and

ln(|V |)
−approximation
|k|

in a generic physical net-

work, where |V | is the number of the SF nodes, and |k| denotes the minimum number of SFs
satisfied in all iterations during the node selection processes. Through extensive simulations
and analysis, we have shown that our proposed COFO-SC outperforms two schemes that are
extended from the existing techniques in terms of the acceptance ratio and the average cost
for accommodating NSRs.
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CHAPTER 4
HYBRID SERVICE CHAIN COMPOSITION AND EMBEDDING

4.1 Motivation

Recently, 5G and Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) empowers the development of the
latency-sensitive or computation-intensive applications such as realtime Virtual Reality (VR),
Augmented Reality (AR) games and on-line machine learning [7]. In these applications, the
forward traffic from the user and the backward traffic from the MEC server/cloud may require
different sets of SFs. The SFC that requires different sets of SFs in the forward and backward
directions is referred to as hybrid SFC (h-SFC) [14]. Fig. 4.1 demonstrates an example of
an in-service h-SFC for on-line machine learning. The forward traffic (containing data sets)
from the source (i.e., user) requires Fire Wall (FW) and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), while
the backward traffic (containing the trained model) has to go through Encryption (Encry),
Decryption (Decry) and FW. In the SN, the forward SFP (f-SFP) is Source→A→B→DEST,
while the backward SFP (b-SFP) includes DEST99KD99KC99KB99KA99KSource. To save the
Operating Expense (OPEX) and latency, the SFs required by both directions are generally
installed on the same substrate node (e.g., FW in Fig. 4.1) [52] [53].
In this chapter, for the first time, we comprehensively study how to jointly composite and
embed an NSR with hybrid traffic onto a shared substrate network. We define a new problem
called Hybrid SFC composition and Embedding (HSFCE) and propose novel analysis and
algorithms for various substrate network scenarios. Our main contributions in this chapter
are summarized as follows.
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Figure 4.1: An example of in-service h-SFC for one on-line machine learning scenario.
• We mathematically model the problem of Hybrid SFC composition and Embedding
(HSFCE) with the objective of minimizing the latency for the constructed hybrid SFP.
• When each substrate node provides only one unique SF, we prove the NP-hardness
of HSFCE and propose a 2-approximation algorithm to jointly composite and embed the h-SFC. The proposed algorithm is called Eulerian Circuit based Hybrid SFP
optimization (EC-HSFP).
• When a substrate node can provide various SFs, we propose an effective heuristic
algorithm called Betweenness Centrality based Hybrid SFP optimization (BC-HSFP).
• Through extensive analysis and simulations, we prove that EC-HSFP guarantees the
2-approximation performance and show that BC-HSFP outperforms the algorithms
directly extended from the existing techniques by an average of 20%.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section II mathematically formulates
the HSFCE problem. In Section III and IV, we provide analysis and algorithms for HSFCE
in various substrate network scenarios. Section V presents the experimental results and
analysis. We summarize this chapter in Section VI.

4.2 Problem Statement

4.2.1 Substrate/physical Network Model
The Substrate Network (SN) is denoted by an undirected graph G = (N, L, F ), whereas
N represents a set of substrate nodes, L is a set of substrate links, and F denotes a set
of available SFs. Each substrate node n ∈ N provides a specific set of SF instances Fn
(Fn ⊆ F ) and a certain amount of available computing capacity cn . Each physical link l ∈ L
can provide a specific amount of bandwidth bwl and has a certain latency. For simplicity,
a physical link l ∈ L can also be represented as lm,n , where m, n ∈ N are its endpoints.
For a physical path pathm,n , it has an accumulative latency cost Wpathm,n depending on the
links in this path. In this chapter, we investigate two different network scenarios, Unique
Function SN (UFSN) and Multi-Functions SN (MFSN). In UFSN, each substrate node only
provides one unique SF instance. That is to say, no two different substrate nodes provide the
same SF instance (i.e., Fn ∩ Fm = ∅, ∀m 6= n). This scenario is practical in the sub-domains
of a large network or the resource-constrained systems [32, 48]. In MFSN, each substrate
node can provide various SF instances subjecting to the computing capacity and different
substrate nodes may offer the same SF instance(s) (i.e., Fn ∩ Fm may not be empty).
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4.2.2 Network Service Request with Hybrid Traffic
A Network Service Request with hybrid traffic can be represented as a 4-tuple N SR =<
s, Vf , Vb , BW >, where s is the source node, Vf represents the set of required forward SF
nodes, Vb specifies the set of backward SF nodes and BW denotes the amount of bandwidth
demand. Each SF node v ∈ V (V = Vf ∪ Vb ) requires a specific SF fv and a certain amount
of computing demand cv .
4.2.3 Hybrid Service Function Chain composition and Embedding (HSFCE)
The optimization problem of the HSFCE is defined as: given an NSR with hybrid traffic
demands, how to composite and embed the hybrid SFC onto a shared SN such that i) the
constraints below are satisfied, and ii) the latency of the constructed SFPs is minimized.
The objective function is shown in Eq. (5.3), where µpathu,v
represents the latency of the
m,n
pathm,n to support the traffic from SF node u to v.
min

XXX X

µpathu,v
m,n

(4.1)

v∈V u∈V n∈N m∈N

SF node mapping constraint: To map an NSR, SF node mapping process needs to follow
the constraints in Eqs. (5.4-5.8). We use Mnv in Eq. (5.4) to represent whether an SF node
v is mapped onto the substrate node n and ∆vn in Eq. (5.5) to denote whether the substrate
n provides the SF instance for the SF node v. Eq. (5.6) ensures that every SF node has to
be mapped onto one specific substrate node. In Eq. (5.7), an SF node can only be mapped
onto the substrate node that provides the corresponding SF instance. Each substrate node
can host a limited number of SF nodes due to the computing capacity as shown in Eq. (5.8).
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1, SF node v ∈ V is mapped onto





Mnv =
substrate node n ∈ N








0, otherwise

(4.2)






1, substrate node n provides





∆vn =
SF instance for v








0, otherwise

(4.3)

X

Mnv = 1,

∀v ∈ V

(4.4)

n∈N

Mnv ≤ ∆vn ,

X

∀n ∈ N, ∀v ∈ V

Mnv ∗ cv ≤ cn ,

∀n ∈ N

(4.5)

(4.6)

v∈V

forward/backward SFP (f-SFP/b-SFP) construction constraint: We use pathu,v
m,n to
denote whether the path from m to n is used to support the traffic from SF node u to v as
shown in Eq. (5.10). In Eq. (4.8), only the path whose endpoints are mapped by some SF
nodes is able to construct the f-SFP/b-SFP. Note that, we use fs to represent the function for
the source node. Eq. (5.9) guarantees that there must be one path going from the source to
the substrate node n that is mapped by one forward SF node. If an SF node u is demanded
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in both directions, Eq. (4.10) ensures that there are two paths starting from the substrate
node m where u is mapped (one for f-SFP and the other one for b-SFP). Note that, if an SF
node u required by both directions is the last SF node in the f-SFP, the first backward SF
node is also u, which is represented as pathu,u
m,m = 1. If an SF node u is demanded only in
forward/backward direction, Eq. (4.11)/(4.12) ensures that there is only one path starting
from the substrate node m where u is mapped. Eq. (4.13) shows that, for any substrate
node m, the number of outgoing path(s) from m equals the number of incoming path(s)
to m. The number of connections among any proper-subset of the mapped SF nodes Vsub
should not be more than |Vsub | − 1 to avoid the circle, which is shown in Eq. (4.14). Eq.
(4.15) guarantees that each link of the selected paths should provide enough bandwidth. Eq.
(4.16) shows the latency of pathu,v
m,n .

pathu,v
m,n =







1,






path from substrate node m to n is used
to support the traffic from SF node u to v










0,
pathu,v
m,n ≤

(4.7)

otherwise

u + Mv
Mm
n
, ∀m, n ∈ {N ∪ s}, ∀u, v ∈ {V ∪ fs }
2

XX

s ,v
pathfs,n
=1

(4.8)

(4.9)

v∈Vf n∈N

XX
n∈N v∈V

u,u
u,fs
u
(pathu,v
m,n + pathm,s + pathm,m ) = 2 ∗ Mm , ∀u ∈ {Vf ∩ Vb }, u 6= v, ∀m ∈ N

(4.10)
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XX

u
pathu,v
m,n = Mm , ∀u ∈ {Vf − (Vf ∩ Vb )}, u 6= v, ∀m ∈ N

(4.11)

n∈N v∈V

XX

u,fs
u
(pathu,v
m,n + pathm,s ) = Mm , ∀u ∈ {Vb − (Vb ∩ Vf )}, u 6= v, ∀m ∈ N

(4.12)

n∈N v∈V

X

X

pathu,v
m,n =

X X X

X

pathw,u
o,m , ∀u ∈ V, ∀m ∈ N

(4.13)

pathu,v
m,n ≤ |Vsub | − 1, ∀Vsub $ {V ∪ fs }, Vsub 6= ∅, u 6= v

(4.14)

n∈{N ∪s} v∈{V ∪fs }

X

X

o∈{N ∪s} w∈{V ∪fs }

u∈Vsub v∈Vsub m∈N n∈N

XX

pathu,v
m,n ∗ BW ≤ bwla,b , ∀la,b ∈ pathm,n

(4.15)

u∈V v∈V

= pathu,v
µpathu,v
m,n ∗ Wpathm,n , ∀u, v ∈ V, ∀m, n ∈ N
m,n

(4.16)

forward/backward SFPs connection constraint: In the f-SFP, only the last substrate
node in f-SFP should connect with the substrate node hosting the SF that is only required in
the backward direction. Hence, there should be at most one path supporting the traffic from
the forward SF (only required by the forward direction) to the backward SF (only required
by the backward direction) as shown in Eq. (4.17). Similarly, if a substrate node m hosts
an SF node that is only requested by the backward direction, there should be no connection
from m to a substrate node n hosting the SF node that is only required by the forward
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traffic, which is shown in Eq. (4.18).
X

X

pathu,v
m,n ≤ 1, ∀m, n ∈ N

(4.17)

pathu,v
m,n = 0, ∀m, n ∈ N

(4.18)

u∈{Vf −(Vf ∩Vb )} v∈{Vb −(Vf ∩Vb )}

X

X

u∈{Vb −(Vf ∩Vb )} v∈{Vf −(Vf ∩Vb )}

4.3 Hybrid SFCE in UFSNs

In this section, we investigate how to jointly composite and embed the hybrid SFCs onto
the UFSN. We prove the NP-hardness of HSFCE in UFSN, and propose a 2-approximation
algorithm, namely, Eulerian Circuit based Hybrid SFP optimization (EC-HSFP), which
includes two proposed techniques: i) Hybrid Trace Construction (HTC), and ii) Hybrid
Eulerian Circuit Construction (HECC).

4.3.1 Complexity Analysis of HSFCE in UFSN
When the UFSN is a complete graph and every node provides a requested SF, creating an
SFP is equivalent to finding a path that visits each node exactly once. When the UFSN is
a random graph, we can convert it to a complete graph and efficiently apply the proposed
HTC and HECC techniques. Fig. 4.2 shows an example of a UFSN, where the substrate
nodes A, B, C, D, E provide SF instances: f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, respectively. We assume that an
NSR requires f1, f2, f3, f4, where f1 and f2 are required by the forward traffic while f3 and
f4 are demanded in both directions. The dark nodes in Fig. 4.2 will host the required SF
instances. We can then generate a complete graph with only dark nodes by connecting the
dark nodes via the shortest paths in the UFSN. This complete graph is called SFP Complete
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Figure 4.2: An example of UFSN
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Figure 4.3: SFP complete graph

Graph (SFP-CG). Fig. 4.3 shows the SFP-CG generated from Fig. 4.2, where the number
beside the link represents the smallest latency between that pair of substrate nodes.
Lemma 4.3.1. Given a UFSN, an optimal hybrid SFP for an NSR with hybrid traffic exists
in the SFP-CG.
Theorem 4.3.2. Hybrid SFC composition and embedding in unique function substrate network is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove the NP-hardness of HSFCE in UFSN via the reduction of the Travelling
Salesman Path Problem (TSPP) [54]. The TSPP tries to find the shortest path that visits
each city (node) in the graph exactly once. The HSFCE in UFSN tries to find the shortest
SFP connecting the substrate nodes that provide the required SF instances in the UFSN for
the forward and backward traffic, respectively; which is equivalent to finding two travelling
salesman paths sharing the same endpoints and connecting the substrate nodes in the SFPCG. Thus, HSFCE in UFSN is NP-hard.
However, the HSFCE in UFSN cannot be simply optimized by applying the TSPP algorithms twice (one for f-SFP and the other one for b-SFP). This is because, when the optimal
f-SFP and b-SFP are generated by the TSPP algorithms, the connection between f-SFP
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and b-SFP may be required, which may introduce large latency for the constructed hybrid
SFP. Thus, HSFCE in UFSN cannot be directly optimized by applying the existing TSPP
techniques.

4.3.2 Hybrid Trace Construction (HTC)
In graph theory, a Hamiltonian path on a connected graph is a path of minimal length
which visits every node of a graph exactly once [55]. Accordingly, the optimal unidirectional
SFP is a Hamiltonian path of the SFP-CG. Based on the number of connections in the
Hamiltonian path, the substrate nodes involved in the construction of a unidirectional SFP
can be two types: i) endpoints, and ii) intermediate nodes. The endpoints include source
and destination, whereas the number of connections is odd. For intermediate nodes, they
own even number of connections.
Lemma 4.3.3. The trace for the optimal unidirectional SFP is a path on the SFP-CG.
Proof. In Lemma 4.3.3, a trace is defined as the set of substrate nodes and links that will
be visited from the source to destination in the unidirectional SFP. Since each pair of nodes
are connected via the shortest path, no node and link in the SFP-CG will be revisited by
the optimal unidirectional SFP.
Logically, a hybrid SFP can be treated as two inter-related unidirectional SFPs. These
two unidirectional SFPs share the same source, destination and common SF instances.
Therefore, the hybrid trace (i.e., the trace for a hybrid SFP) in the UFSN can be created by merging the traces of the forward SFP (f-SFP) and backward SFP (b-SFP). With
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Lemma 4.3.3, the hybrid SFP starts and ends at the source node, and visits each link in
the hybrid trace exactly once, which is in fact a Eulerian circuit of the hybrid trace [55].
That is to say, when the hybrid trace is given a priori, creating a hybrid SFP is equivalent
to construct a Eulerian circuit of the hybrid trace. Thus, we propose the Hybrid Trace
Construction (HTC) technique to firstly create the hybrid trace as shown in Algorithm 4.
HTC first creates the SFP-CG according to the given SN and NSR. Since the Minimum
Spanning Tree (MST) has the least length and connects all substrate nodes, to optimize the
latency of the constructed hybrid SFP, HTC takes the MST that includes the required forward/backward SF instances as the trace for the f-SFP/b-SFP. We denote these two MSTs
by forward and backward MST, respectively. A hybrid trace is then generated by merging
the constructed MSTs. As a connected graph has a Eulerian circuit if and only if every node
has even degree (connections) [55], HTC doubles the number of links in the hybrid trace to
guarantee the existence of the Eulerian circuit.
Algorithm 4 Hybrid Trace Construction (HTC)
1: Input: G, N SR;
2: Output: hybrid trace;
3: Discarding the links with less than BW bandwidth resource in G;
4: Generate the SFP Complete Graphs (SFP-CGs) for forward SFs and backward SFs;
5: Construct the Minimum Spanning Tree (MSTs) according to the generated SFP-CGs;
6: Create the hybrid trace by merging the forward and the backward MSTs;
7: for Each link in the hybrid trace do
8:
Create one more link with the same endpoints;
9: end for
10: Return hybrid trace;
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4.3.3 Hybrid Eulerian Circuit Construction (HECC)
With the hybrid trace generated from the HTC technique, to construct a Eulerian circuit,
we need to visit each link in the hybrid trace exactly once while optimizing latency [55]. To
this end, we need to consider: i) the traffic direction for each link (i.e., the link is used for the
forward direction or backward direction), ii) the f-SFP ends at which substrate node, and iii)
the order of the links to be visited. Accordingly, we introduce the Hybrid Eulerian Circuit
Construction (HECC) technique in Algorithm 5, which includes: i) Forward & Backward
Link Label (FBLL), ii) Endpoint Determination and iii) Priority Constraint.
Forward & Backward Link Label: Since HTC doubles the number of links in the hybrid
trace, the links between each pair of nodes can be either two-links set or four-links set. For
two links set, the FBLL process labels the links with the same direction (i.e., forward or
backward) according to the MST that includes this link. That is to say, if a link belongs
to the forward MST and is in the two-links set, the FBLL process labels it as forward,
vice verse. For four-links set, both endpoints support the SF instance required in both
directions. Thus, two links in the four-link set are labelled as forward, while the other two
are labelled as backward.
Endpoint Determination: When there is no common SF in both directions, the only
substrate node that connects the forward and backward traffic in the hybrid trace is the
source node. Thus, the hybrid SFP created from the hybrid trace must firstly visit all
required SFs in the f-SFP, go back to the source node, and start the b-SFP. This is also
possible for the situation where the forward and backward traffic share some common SF(s).
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However, additional latency may be added to the constructed hybrid SFP. This is because,
the b-SFP can start with the substrate node that hosts a common SF instance instead of
going back to the source node. To reduce the latency, the endpoint determination process
(i.e., Line 4-9 in Algorithm 5) finds the common SF accommodated by the substrate node
x that has the largest sum-distances of the path s → x with forward label and path x → s
with backward label and deletes these two paths.
Priority Constraint: To form a hybrid SFP in the hybrid trace, one needs to start and
end at s, while each link is visited exactly once. We can label the link that has involved in
the construction of the Eulerian circuit as “visited”. The priority constraint ensures that, in
each direction, the node with even number of unvisited forward/backward links has a higher
priority to be visited. If both directions share some common SFs, there is only one path
connecting s to x with the forward label and x to s with the backward label. Thus, the
forward traffic ends at x, while the backward traffic ends at s.
Algorithm 5 Hybrid Eulerian Circuit Construction (HECC)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: N SR, hybrid trace;
Output: h-SFC, hybrid SFP;
Applying Forward & Backward Link Label to the hybrid trace;
if Vf ∩ Vb 6= ∅ then
Find the the other endpoint x for f-SFP that hosts the SF fv ∈ Vf ∩ Vb with the
longest shortest path from s to x;
else x is s;
end if
Delete the s → x path with forward label;
Delete the x → s path with backward label;
Start with s, visit forward links while considering the Priority Constraint;
Start with x, visit the backward links while considering the Priority Constraint;
Record the visiting trace as the hybrid SFP and generate the corresponding h-SFC;
Return hybrid SFP, h-SFC;
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4.3.4 Eulerian Circuit based Hybrid SFP optimization
Based on the proposed HTC and HECC techniques, we present the EC-HSFP algorithm in
Algorithm 6. As one can see that, the step with the highest time complexity is to generate
the SFP Complete Graph (SFP-CG), which needs to run the shortest path algorithm for
multi-times. In the worst case (|V | = |N |), when applying the shortest path algorithm whose
time complexity is |N L + N 2 logN |, the time complexity of EC-HSFP is |N 2 L + N 3 logN |.
Algorithm 6 Eulerian Circuit based Hybrid SFP optimization (EC-HSFP) Algorithm
1: Input: G, N SR;
2: Output: h-SFC, hybrid SFP;
3: Create empty sets for hybrid trace, h-SFC and hybrid SFP;
4: hybrid trace = HTC(G, N SR);
5: {hybrid SFP, h-SFC} = HECC(N SR, hybrid trace);
6: Return hybrid SFP, h-SFC;

To elaborate how EC-HSFP works, we use Fig. 4.3 as the input. First, EC-HSFP applies the HTC technique to generate the hybrid trace as shown in Fig. 4.4a. Next, the
HTC technique doubles the number of links in the hybrid trace and applies the HECC
technique. During the process of HECC, FBLL labels the link as forward and backward
in Fig. 4.4b, where the red links and blue dotted links represent the forward and back-
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Figure 4.4: An example of EC-HSFP.
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ward labels, respectively. Since D supports the common SF instance (i.e., required in both
directions) and has the largest sum-distances to the source node A, D is selected as the
endpoint x of the f-SFP. After deleting the A → B → D path with the forward label
and D 99K C 99K A path with the backward label, Fig. 4.4b is converted to Fig. 4.4c.
Next, HECC technique generates the hybrid SFP and the corresponding h-SFC by visiting the substrate nodes with the priority constraint as shown in Fig. 4.4d. In the end,
the generated hybrid SFP is A → B → C → B → D 99K C 99K A, while the h-SFC is
s → f 1 → f 2 → f 3 → f 4 99K f 3 99K s.
4.3.5 EC-HSFP is 2-Approximation
Theorem 4.3.4. EC-HSFP generates the hybrid SFP within a 2-approximation boundary
of the optimal hybrid SFP.
Proof. We denote the length of the forward and backward MSTs by |f-MST| and |b-MST|.
The length of the hybrid SFP generated by EC-HSFP is represented as |SFPEC-HSFP |, while
the length of the optimal SFP is denoted by |h-SFPOPT |. The lengths of the optimal f-SFP
and b-SFP are represented as |f-SFPOPT | and |b-SFPOPT |, respectively. The length of the
hybrid trace is |HT|. Since MST is the least length connected structure for a connected
graph, Eq. (4.19) and Eq. (4.20) hold.
|f-MST| ≤ |f-SFPOPT |

(4.19)

|b-MST| ≤ |b-SFPOPT |

(4.20)
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Eq. (4.21) shows the relationship between the optimal hybrid SFP, f-SFP and b-SFP.
|f-SFPOPT | + |b-SFPOPT | ≤ |h-SFPOPT |

(4.21)

According to EC-HSFP, the length of the hybrid trace equals the length sum of f-MST and
b-MST as shown in Eq. (4.22).
|f-MST| + |b-MST| = |HT|

(4.22)

After doubling the number of links in hybrid trace, the generated hybrid SFP is the Eulerian
circuit of the hybrid trace. Therefore, Eq. (4.23) holds.
|SFPEC-HSFP | = 2 ∗ |HT|

(4.23)

When x is not s, one needs to delete two paths in the hybrid trace. Thus, from Eq. (4.19)(4.23), we have Eq. (4.24).
|SFPEC-HSFP | ≤ 2 ∗ |h-SFPOPT |

(4.24)

Hence, EC-HSFP achieves a 2-approximation boundary.
Lemma 4.3.5. If the UFSN is a tree structure (e.g., fat tree), EC-HSFP generates the
optimal hybrid SFP.
4.4 Hybrid SFCE in MFSN

In this section, we extend EC-HSFP to the Multi-Functions Substrate Network (MFSN).
The MFSN allows multiple SF nodes mapped onto the same substrate node (subject to the
substrate node’s computing capacity and the SF instance availability). Fig. 4.5 and Table 4.1
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show an example of the MFSN, where the number beside the link represents the link latency.
The NSR starts at node B and requires f 2, f 3 and f 4, each of which demands 20 computing
resource. Additionally, SFs f 2 and f 4 handle the traffic in both directions.
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Figure 4.5: An example of MFSN
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Figure 4.6: BC-HSFP result

Table 4.1: Multi-Functions Substrate Network
Substrate Node
A
B
C
D
Network Function f 1, f 2, f 3 f 2, f 3 f 3, f 5 f 1, f 4
Capacity
40
40
20
20

To map the SF nodes onto the appropriate substrate nodes in MFSN while reducing the
latency cost; we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm called Betweenness Centrality based
Hybrid SFP optimization (BC-HSFP), which includes the proposed Betweenness Centrality
(BC) based node deployment approach and EC-HSFP.
Betweenness Centrality based Node Deployment: Traditionally, the Betweenness
Centrality (BCn ) of a substrate node n can be calculated as BCn =

pathn
,
pathtotal

where pathn

and pathtotal represent the amount of the shortest path(s) passing node n and the total
number of the shortest path(s) in the graph, respectively. The more shortest paths passing a
node, the higher probabilities that this node will connect with other substrate nodes via the
shortest path rather than a longer detour. That is to say, a substrate node with the higher
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BC value will more likely reduce the latency by connecting itself with the other substrate
nodes that provide the requested SF instances via the shortest path.
However, this traditional BC technique only considers the connection links between different substrate nodes, which ignores the internal connections within a substrate node in
MFSN. In specific, if more than one SF nodes are mapped onto the same substrate node,
the connections between these SF instances can also be counted as the potential shortest
path(s) passing this substrate node. For example, if f 2 and f 3 are embedded onto substrate
node B in Fig. 4.5, then the connection between SF instances f 2 and f 3 within node B can
also be part of the shortest paths. Here, we create a virtual inner connections between SF
instances inside a substrate node, while the outer connection indicates the traditional shortest path passing the substrate node. Accordingly, we propose the Inner-connection-included
Betweenness Centrality (IBC) to measure the importance of the substrate node in MFSN,
which takes both the inner and outer shortest path connections into account. We specify the
number of the inner shortest connections of a substrate node n as pathnin , while the number
of the outer paths is pathnout . We denote the

P

v∈V

|{fv } ∩ Fn | by the number of SF nodes

that matches the SF instances installed in the substrate node n and δn is the number of SF
nodes that can be mapped onto n (limited by its computing capacity). Eq. (4.25) calculates
pathnin while Eq. (4.26) calculates the IBC value of a substrate node n.
pathnin = min(

X
v∈V

|fv ∩ Fn |, δn ) − 1

(4.25)
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IBCn =

pathnin + pathnout
pathtotal

(4.26)

With the IBC technique, we propose Algorithm 7 to accommodate an NSR with hybrid traffic
onto a shared MFSN. Note that, the substrate candidate of an SF node is the substrate node
that can provide the corresponding SF instance.
Algorithm 7 Betweenness Centrality based Hybrid SFP optimization (BC-HSFP) Algorithm
1: Input: G, N SR;
2: Output: hybrid SFP and h-SFC;
3: Initialize the SFP list as an empty list;
4: Calculate the IBC value for substrate nodes that can provide at least one requested SF
instance as in Eq. (4.26);
5: Sort SF nodes in ascending order according to the amount of substrate candidate(s);
6: Map the sorted SF node onto the substrate candidate with the highest IBC value;
7: Generate an induced subgraph Ginduce including the substrate nodes that host at least
one SF nodes;
8: Call EC-HSFP(Ginduce , N SR) to find the hybrid SFP and h-SFC;
9: Return hybrid SFP and h-SFC;

We use Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 to illustrate how the BC-HSFP algorithm works. In Fig. 4.5,
the NSR starts at node B and requires f2, f3 and f4, where f2 and f4 are demanded in both
directions. First, the algorithm calculates the IBC value of each substrate node that may
participate in the construction of the hybrid SFP as shown in Table 4.2. Then, the algorithm
sorts the requested SFs as {f 4, f 2, f 3} according to the number of substrate candidate(s).
Table 4.2: IBC Value Calculation
Substrate Node
# of Inner Path
# of Forward Out Path
# of Backward Out Path
IBC Value

A
1
3
1

B
1
4
2

C
0
3
0

D
0
3
2

5
10

7
10

3
10

5
10
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Based on the IBC values shown in Table 4.2 and the sorted SF nodes, the algorithm deploys
f 4 onto node D, and then f 2, f 3 onto node B. At last, the algorithm generates the induced
graph of B and D in Fig. 4.6 and calls the EC-HSFP algorithm to form a hybrid SFP as
B → D 99K B with the h-SFC as s → f 3 → f 2 → f 4 99K f 2 99K s. As shown in Fig. 4.6,
the red lines and dashed blue lines represent the forward and backward SFP, respectively.
As one can see in Algorithm 7, the process with the highest running time complexity is
to calculate the IBC value for substrate nodes that can provide at least one required SF
instance. In the worst case, when every substrate node can provide at least one required SF
instance, the time complexity of this algorithm is |N 2 L + N 3 logN |.

4.5 Numerical Results and Analysis

In this section, we analyze and compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with
the schemes that are directly extended from the state-of-art techniques [56, 57].

4.5.1 Simulation Environment
We use the 24-nodes US-NET as the Substrate Network (SN), which can be configured as
the UFSN or MFSN. For the UFSN, each substrate node supports one unique SF instance,
and each physical link has a latency in the range of [1 − 5]. For the MFSN, the number of
SF instances supported by a substrate node is in the range of [2 − 6], while the computing
capacity is in the range of [20 − 100]. The link latency in MFSN is in the range of [1 − 5]
and has the bandwidth in the range of [5 − 20]. We set the number of required SF nodes in
each NSR within the range of [4 − 17], while the number of required bidirectional SF nodes
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is in the range of [4 − 13]. For each SF node, the required computing capacity is in the range
of [10 − 20]. The source node is randomly generated and the bandwidth demand is in the
range of [1 − 10].
In [56], the authors proposed the algorithm to map a given unidirectional SFC onto
a shared SN with the shortest length when the bandwidth is abundant. We extend the
algorithm in [56] as Shortest Path based HSFP optimization (“SP-HSFP”) by generating five
random hybrid SFCs, creating five corresponding hybrid SFPs and calculating the average
latency. In [57], the authors utilized the Closeness-Centrality (CC) technique in the node
mapping process, which aims to determine the substrate candidate with the least average
latency cost to connect with others. We combine this CC node mapping with EC-HSFP as
“CC-HSFP”.

4.5.2 Performance Metrics
We use the following metrics to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms.
Approximation Ratio (AR): To evaluate the performance of EC-HSFP and SP-HSFP
algorithms, we compare their results with the length of the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST),
which is proved as the lower boundary in Eq. (4.19) and (4.20). AR can be calculated as
AR =

SF Pcreated
,
|M ST |

where the SF Pcreated represents the latency of the hybrid SFP created by

the proposed algorithms and |M ST | represents the length sum of the forward MST and
backward MST.
P

Average Latency of the Created SFP (ALCS): ALCS =

N SRi ∈N SRC

N SRC represents a set of NSRs, and N SRi is the ith NSR in N SRC .

SF Pcreated

|N SRC |

, where
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4.5.3 Approximation Analysis in UFSN
We evaluate the approximate performance of EC-HSFP under three types of NSR (i.e., Fig.
4.7a, 4.7b, 4.7c). In Fig. 4.7a, 12 forward SFs are required and the backward SFs are a
subset of the forward SFs (i.e., Vb ⊆ Vf ). In Fig. 4.7b, 12 forward and backward SFs are
required, while the number of backward SFs that does not belong to the forward SFs varies.
In Fig. 4.7c, 4 backward SFs are required and the number of forward SFs varies. In Fig. 4.7,
the grey, red and dark gridded bars represent the ALCS of MSTs, EC-HSFP and SP-HSFP,
respectively. The yellow dashed curve denotes the AR for EC-HSFP.
When increasing the number of backward SFs that belong to the set of required forward
SFs in Fig. 4.7a, EC-HSFP and MSTs need more latency to finish the transmission but the
latency required by SP-HSFP fluctuates. This is because the performance of the SP-HSFP
totally depends on the given SFCs. Due to the given SFCs, SP-HSFP may take multiple
detours leading to fluctuated latency for the constructed hybrid SFP. For EC-HSFP, the AR
is under 2 in any situation, which matches Theorem 4.3.4. It is worth noting that, when
the number of backward SFs is small (e.g., 4), the lengths of the deleted paths (i.e., s → x
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forward path and x → s backward path) may not contribute much to the total latency.
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Thus, the AR is relatively high when the number of backward SFs is in the range of [4, 6].
However, when further increasing the number of backward SFs, there is a higher probability
that the x → s forward path and s → x backward path become longer. Particularly, when
the number of backward SFs is bigger than 10, the deleted paths most likely are the longest
one in the generated MSTs. Therefore, the AR is relatively low and the proposed EC-HSFP
performs even better when the number of backward SFs is larger than 6.
When the number of backward SFs increases in Fig. 4.7b, EC-HSFP needs more latency
while the sum lengths of MSTs do not vary much. Again, since the performance of SPHSFP totally depends on the constructed SFCs, it is unstable in UFSN. It is worth noting
that, when the number of backward SFs that does not belong to the set of forward SFs
equals 12, the AR is 2. This is because the only common substrate node that the forward
MST and backward MST share is the source node; thus no path will be deleted, whereas
|SFPEC-HSFP | = 2 ∗ |HT | = 2 ∗ (|f-MST| + |b-MST|).
In Fig. 4.7c, when increasing the number of forward SFs, EC-HSFP and the sum lengths
of MSTs increase. When the number of forward SFs is small (e.g., 4), the probability that
the backward SFs belong to the forward SFs is small. Thus, the common node that the
forward and backward MSTs share likely is the source node, which results in a high AR.
When increasing the number of forward SFs, the probability that the backward SFs are
included in the forward SFs increases, which reduces the latency of the constructed hybrid
SFP by potentially increasing the length of the deleted paths.
Overall, the AR is no more than 2 in any situation, which verifies that the proposed
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EC-HSFP algorithm guarantees the 2-approximation performance.

4.5.4 Performance Analysis in MFSN
Fig. 4.8 shows the performance of CC-HSFP, BC-HSFP and SP-HSFP in MFSNs. In
Fig. 4.8, the red dashed curve, grey dotted curve and blue solid curve represent the performance of CC-HSFP, SP-HSFP and BC-HSFP, respectively.
Fig. 4.8a demonstrates that the latency from all three schemes decreases when increasing
the number of SF instances in each substrate node. This is because the probability to generate the inner connection becomes larger when the SF instances provided in each substrate
node are more. Note that, BC-HSFP outperforms both SP-HSFP and CC-HSFP. This is
because BC-HSFP can jointly optimize SFC composition and embedding, whereas SP-HSFP
is limited by the given SFCs. The CC technique in CC-HSFP will likely create the MST
as a “star”. This is because the central node of a graph has the highest CC value, which
implies it is the nearest one to other substrate nodes that host the required SFs. Thus, the
MST is likely to be created by connecting the central node with the other substrate nodes
via the shortest path, which is a “star”. However, from the experimental results, the BC
technique will likely create the MST as a “path”. Fig. 4.9 and 4.10 show an example of the
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difference between “star” and “path” topologies. For a star MST in Fig. 4.9, the process in
Line 8-9 of Algorithm 6 will delete the paths A → D and D 99K A, removing 4 hops out of
final hybrid SFP. However, when a path MST is constructed by BC as shown in Fig. 4.10,
the process in Line 8-9 of Algorithm 5 will remove 8 hops, resulting in a shorter hybrid SFP.
This difference can be even larger in an SN with more nodes.

A

C

A
E

E
B

C

D

Figure 4.9: A star MST from CC

B

D

Figure 4.10: A path MST from BC

When the number of SF instances provided by each substrate node is 3, Fig. 4.8b
demonstrates that the more computing resource provided by each substrate node, the less
latency is required for all algorithms. The performance of BC-HSFP and CC-HSFP is flat
when the computing resource provided by each substrate node is larger than 60. This
is because 60 computing capacity will allow that all SF instances are available in each
substrate node. Thus, further increasing the number of computing capacity does not change
the performance of CC-HSFP and BC-HSFP.
Fig. 4.8c shows the performance of the proposed algorithms when varying the number
of bandwidth demand. As one can see that, the more bandwidth requested by the NSR, the
more latency is required. This is because when increasing the bandwidth demand, some links
become unavailable, and a longer path may have to be employed. Note that, CC-HSFP and
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BC-HSFP increase slower than SP-HSFP. This is because, as a joint h-SFC composition and
embedding process, the routing technique (i.e., EC-HSFP) of BC-HSFP/CC-HSFP does not
introduce multi-detours that bring large latency in a bandwidth resource-limited network.
Overall, the proposed BC-HSFP algorithm averagely outperforms CC-HSFP by 20% and
outperforms SP-HSFP as much as 50%.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, for the first time, we have comprehensively studied a new set of Hybrid SFC
composition and Embedding (HSFCE) problems in different network scenarios. When the
computing capacity provided by the Substrate Network (SN) is limited, we have investigated
the Unique Function SN (UFSN), where each substrate node only provides one unique type
of SF. We have proved the NP-hardness of HSFCE in UFSN and proposed a 2-approximation
algorithm to jointly composite and embed a hybrid SFC, called Eulerian Circuit based Hybrid SFP optimization (EC-HSFP). We have also studied HSFCE in Multi-Functions SN
(MFSN), where each substrate node provides various SFs, and extended the EC-HSFP with
the betweenness centrality technique to optimize HSFCE in MFSN. Our extensive analysis and simulation results have shown that the EC-HSFP algorithm can guarantee the
2-approximation boundary, and the proposed BC-HSFP outperforms the algorithms directly
extended from the state-of-art techniques by an average of 20%. In the next chapter, we will
further investigate how to optimally embed a given h-SFC onto a shared substrate network.
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CHAPTER 5
OPTIMAL HYBRID SERVICE CHAIN EMBEDDING

5.1 Motivation

For many 5G and Internet of Things (IoT) applications such as cloud gaming and on-line
machine learning [7][58][59], the forward traffic from the customer is processed at the edge
server/cloud, and the backward traffic including the results/models will be transmitted back
from the edge server/cloud. As the contents of the forward and backward traffic are different,
different SFs may be requested to process the forward and backward traffic. An SFC that
requests different sets of SFs for the forward and backward traffic is referred to as hybrid
SFC (h-SFC) [14]. Fig. 5.1 depicts an example of an in-service h-SFC of on-line machine
learning. The data collected by the IoT devices will be sent to the cloud for further processing
after going through the Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) and Firewall (FW). The backward
traffic including the machine learning model has to go through the Encryption (Encry), FW,
IoT Device
Cloud
Service Function
Physical Server
Forward Traffic
Backward Traffic

FW

DPI
{IoT Device}

{Cloud}

Decry

Encry

IDS

Hybrid-SFC

{IoT Device}

Substrate Network
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{FW}

Server: A

Server: B
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{Encry}

{Cloud}

Server: E

Figure 5.1: An example of in-service h-SFC for on-line machine learning in IoT
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Intrusion Detection System (IDS), DPI and Decryption (Decry) before arriving at the IoT
devices. In the SN, the forward SFP is constructed as IoT device → DPI → FW → Cloud,
while the backward SFP includes Cloud 99K Encry 99K FW 99K IDS 99K DPI 99K Decry 99K
IoT Device. For the sake of saving the Operational Expense (OPEX) and latency, the SF
that is required along both forward and backward directions are generally instantiated on
the same substrate node (e.g., FW and DPI in Fig. 5.1) [52][53].
As MEC related applications (e.g., cloud gaming, on-line AR/VR games) generally require real-time interactions with the customer, in this paper, we study how to embed a given
h-SFC onto a shared SN with minimum latency. We define a new problem called Minimum
Latency Hybrid SFC Embedding (ML-HSFCE), which is different from our previous work
that focuses on hybrid SFC optimization in a special substrate network [27]. In specific, the
work in [27] proposed a 2-approximation algorithm to composite and embed an h-SFC onto
a substrate network, whereas each substrate node provides only one unique SF instance.
In this work, we mathematically model the problem of ML-HSFCE in a generic substrate
network, whereas multiple SF instances may be available at one substrate node. We propose
an Optimal Hybrid Service Function Chain Embedding (Opt-HSFCE) algorithm to embed a
given hybrid SFC onto any substrate network optimally. Opt-HSFCE employs a novel technique of Hybrid SFC embedding Auxiliary Graph (HSAG). Through extensive analysis and
simulations, we show the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed Opt-HSFCE algorithm.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section II mathematically formulates
the HSFCE problem. In Section III and IV, we analyze the complexity of ML-HSFCE and
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develop the algorithm to optimize ML-HSFCE. Section V demonstrates the experimental
results and analysis. We summarize this chapter in Section VI.

5.2 Minimum Latency Hybrid Service Function Chain Embedding

5.2.1 Substrate/physical Network (SN) Model
We denote the Substrate/physical Network (SN) by an undirected graph G = (N, E, F ),
where N is the set of substrate nodes, E represents the set of substrate links, and F denotes
a set of available SF instances. For each substrate node n ∈ N , it provides a specific set of
SF instances Fn (Fn ⊆ F ) and a certain amount of available computing resource cn . Each
link lm,n ∈ E (∀m, n ∈ N ) has a specific amount of bandwidth resource bwlm,n and a certain
amount of latency lalm,n . For a path pathm,n , it has an accumulative latency cost Lapathm,n
as shown in Eq. (5.1) and a bottleneck bandwidth bwpathm,n calculated as Eq. (5.2).
Lapathm,n =

X

lala,b , ∀a, b, m, n ∈ N

(5.1)

la,b ∈pathm,n

bwpathm,n = min(bwla,b ), ∀la,b ∈ pathm,n , ∀a, b, m, n ∈ N

(5.2)

5.2.2 Hybrid Service function chain Request (HSR)
A Hybrid Service function chain Request (HSR) can be represented as a 2-tuple HSR =
<BW, h-SFC>, where BW denotes by the set of bandwidth demands between two adjacent
SFs, while h-SFC represents the hybrid SFC. We denote an h-SFC as a set of sequential SFs
{s, ff1 , ..., ffi , d, bf1 , ..., bfj , s}. For a specific SF (ffi or bfj ∈ h-SFC), it demands a certain
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amount of computing resource (cffi or cbfj ) to instantiate the corresponding SF at a substrate
node. We further use vi to represent the ith SF in the h-SFC, cvi to denote its computing
demands, and bwvi ,vi+1 to denote the bandwidth demand between two adjacent SFs (i.e., vi
and vi+1 ).
5.2.3 Minimum Latency Hybrid SFC Embedding (ML-HSFCE)
The optimization problem of ML-HSFCE is defined as: given an SN with abundant bandwidth resource and an HSR, how to accommodate the HSR onto the SN such that i) the
following constraints are satisfied, and ii) the latency of the constructed SFP is minimized.
vi ,vi+1 represents the latency of the
The objective function is shown in Eq. (5.3), where µpathm,n

pathm,n to support the traffic from SF node vi to vi+1 . Note that, in Eq. (5.3), χ is the
sequential number of the last SF in the h-SFC. Since the hybrid traffic starts and ends at
the source node, both v0 and vχ represent the source node. Table 5.1 describes the notations
for the variables.
min

i=χ
X
XX

µpathvm,n
i ,vi+1

(5.3)

i=0 n∈N m∈N

SF node mapping constraint: Eq. (5.4) represents whether an SF node vi is mapped
onto the substrate node n and Eq. (5.5) denotes whether the substrate node n provides
the SF instance for SF node vi . In Eq. (5.6), each SF node must be embedded onto one
substrate node. Eq. (5.7) ensures that an SF node can only be embedded onto the substrate
node with the corresponding SF instance. Each substrate node can host a limited number
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Table 5.1: Notation Table
Notation
Meaning
m, n
Substrate nodes m, n ∈ N
vi
The ith requested SF in the h-SFC
BW
Requested bandwidth resource
Mnvi
=1 when vi is mapped on n; 0 otherwise
∆vni
=1 when n provides SF instance for vi ; 0 otherwise
cvi
Computing demand of vi
cn
Computing capacity of n
vi ,vi+1
pathm,n
=1 when pathm,n supports the traffic from vi to vi+1 ; 0 otherwise
bwpathm,n
Bottleneck bandwidth of pathm,n
Lapathm,n
Latency cost of pathm,n
µpathvi ,vi+1
Total latency cost of pathm,n
m,n

of SF nodes due to the computing capacity as shown in Eq. (5.8). Eq. (5.9) describes v0 and
vχ are embedded onto the source





1,





vi
Mn =








0,

node.
SF node vi ∈ h-SFC is mapped onto
substrate node n ∈ N

(5.4)

otherwise






1, substrate node n provides





∆vni =
SF instance for vi








0, otherwise

X

Mnvi = 1,

∀vi ∈ h-SFC

(5.5)

(5.6)

n∈N

Mnvi ≤ ∆vni ,

∀n ∈ N, ∀vi ∈ h-SFC

(5.7)
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X

Mnvi ∗ cvi ≤ cn ,

∀n ∈ N

(5.8)

vi ∈h-SFC

Msv0 = Msvχ = 1,

(5.9)
v ,v

i i+1
hybrid SFP construction constraint: We use pathm,n
to denote whether the path

from m to n is used to support the traffic from SF node vi to vi+1 as shown in Eq. (5.10).
Eq. (5.11) ensures that only the path whose endpoints host the SFs will be counted to
construct the hybrid SFP. Eq. (5.12) specifies that each SF link is accommodated by one
substrate path/link. In Eq. (5.13), if pathm,n is used to support the traffic from vi to vi+1 ,
the bandwidth of each link in the path should be more than bwvi ,vi+1 . Eq. (5.14) calculates
the latency cost of a path that supports the traffic for the SF link.

v ,v

i i+1
pathm,n







1, path from node m to n is used to support





=
the traffic from SF node vi to vi+1









0, otherwise

(5.10)

v

i ,vi+1
pathvm,n
≤

vi
Mm
+ Mni+1
, ∀m, n ∈ N, ∀vi , vi+1 ∈ h-SFC
2

X

i ,vi+1
pathvm,n
= 1, ∀vi , vi+1 ∈ h-SFC

(5.11)

(5.12)

m,n∈N

i ,vi+1
pathvm,n
∗ bwvi ,vi+1 ≤ bwpathm,n , ∀m, n ∈ N, ∀vi , vi+1 ∈ h-SFC

(5.13)
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v ,v
vi ,vi+1 = path i i+1 ∗ La
µpathm,n
pathm,n , ∀m, n ∈ N, ∀vi , vi+1 ∈ h-SFC
m,n

(5.14)

5.3 Hybrid SFCE Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the complexity of hybrid SFCE by comparing it with the traditional Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) and the unidirectional SFCE.
VNE is a well-known NP-hard problem, which requires the service provider to embed a
virtual mesh network onto the substrate network such that a specific goal (e.g., minimize the
bandwidth usage) can be achieved [60, 61, 62]. For an SFC, it can be regarded as a special
virtual mesh network, whereas the topology of the virtual network is linear. When the
bandwidth resource is limited in an SN, embedding a given SFC is still NP-hard since there
exists bandwidth competition among virtual links (i.e., links between adjacent SFs) [63].
However, embedding a given SFC onto an SN with abundant bandwidth resource (i.e., no
bandwidth competition) is not NP-hard [56][46]. The authors in [56] and [46] have proposed
the optimal schemes that construct an auxiliary graph to embed a given unidirectional SFC
onto the SN by utilizing the linearity of the SFC. The optimal unidirectional SFP is then
equivalent to the shortest path that connects the source and the destination in the composited
auxiliary graphs. Similarly, embedding a given h-SFC onto an SN with abundant bandwidth
resource can be optimized through the techniques of graph transforming and the shortest
path algorithms as shown in the next section.
Next, we discuss whether the optimal unidirectional SFCE techniques [56] [46] can be ap-
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Figure 5.3: Traffic-Dependent h-SFC

plied to solve the ML-HSFCE problem when the bandwidth resource is abundant. According
to whether there are any common SFs in the forward and backward SFCs, the h-SFC can
be either i) traffic-independent h-SFC or ii) traffic-dependent h-SFC. For the former one,
the forward and backward SFCs request different SFs (i.e., f-SFC ∩ b-SFC = ∅). For the
latter one, there exists common SFs in both SFCs (i.e., f-SFC ∩ b-SFC 6= ∅). We use the
examples in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 to demonstrate the traffic-independent h-SFC and trafficdependent h-SFC. Fig. 5.2 demonstrates the traffic-independent h-SFC. For the forward
traffic, FW and IDS are requested, while the backward traffic demands Encry and Decry.
Since no common SFs are requested in two traffic directions, the traffic-independent h-SFC
can be optimized as two independent unidirectional SFCs that share the same endpoints.
For a traffic-dependent h-SFC shown in Fig. 5.3, FW and IDS are requested in both traffic
directions. That is to say, the substrate nodes that host FW and IDS will be visited twice
by the hybrid SFP (one in the forward SFP, and the other one in the backward SFP). Since
both forward and backward traffic visits the substrate nodes that host the common SFs (e.g.,
FW and IDS in Fig. 5.3), the traffic-dependent h-SFC cannot be treated as two independent
unidirectional SFCs. Based on the property of the traffic-independent h-SFC, the following
lemma holds.
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Lemma 5.3.1. The existing SFCE optimization techniques can create the optimal hybrid
SFP for a traffic-independent h-SFC.
Proof. Since the forward and backward traffic requests totally different sets of SFs, the only
nodes sharing by both directions are the source and destination nodes. That is to say; the
optimal hybrid SFP is a concatenation of the optimal forward SFP and the optimal backward SFP. Therefore, the existing SFC optimization techniques can construct the optimal
hybrid SFP for a traffic-independent h-SFC by optimally constructing optimal forward and
backward SFPs (as the work in [56] or [46]).
However, for a traffic-dependent h-SFC, the existing SFCE related techniques cannot be
directly applied. This is because if one generates the optimal unidirectional SFP (forward or
backward) according to the existing SFCE related techniques and applies the SF node mapping results of the forward SFP for the other traffic direction, the generated hybrid SFP may
not be optimal. For example, Fig. 5.4 shows a given SN with enough networking resource
(i.e., computing and bandwidth resource), whereas the number beside each link represents
the latency cost and the set of SF instances are beside each node. When considering a h-SFC
request as {A, v1 , v3 , v4 , v2 , v5 , F, v1 , v3 , v4 , A}, Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 shows the optimal hybrid
SFP and the hybrid SFP created by applying the technique that directly exetends from the
work in [56], [46].
Fig. 5.5 illustrates the optimal hybrid SFP that accommodates the requested h-SFC. SF
node v1 is mapped onto node B, v3 and v4 are mapped onto node C, while v2 and v5 are
mapped onto nodes D and F, respectively. In the forward traffic, the forward SFP employs
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Figure 5.5: The optimal hybrid SFP (latency cost = 21)

the path A → B → C → E → F with the length as 12. For the backward traffic, the
backward SFP is F 99K D 99K B 99K C 99K A with the length of 9. Overall, the optimal
hybrid SFP has the latency cost as 21.
Fig. 5.6 demonstrates the hybrid SFP that is generated by i) applying the technique
in [46, 56] to embed the f-SFC optimally; and ii) using the common SF nodes embedding
results to construct the backward SFP. Accordingly, SF node v1 is embedded onto node B,
v3 is embedded onto node D, v2 and v4 are embedded onto node E, while v5 is embedded
onto node F. The forward SFP is A → B → D → E → F with the length of 10, while
the backward traffic is F 99K D 99K B 99K D 99K E 99K C 99K A, with the length of 15.
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Figure 5.6: The hybrid SFP created by applying the existing SFCE optimization technique
on f-SFC and applying the common SF node embedding result on the embedding process of
b-SFC (latency cost = 25)
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Even though the forward SFP constructed in this way has less length than the forward SFP
in Fig. 5.5, the length of the final hybrid SFP generated in this method is larger than the
optimal result in Fig. 5.5.
As one can see that, even though the f-SFC is optimally embedded by applying the existing SFCE related techniques, the hybrid SFP generated upon the forward SF node mapping
results may not be optimal. In the following sections, we propose the Optimal Hybrid SFC
Embedding (Opt-HSFCE) algorithm and the technique of Hybrid SFC embedding Auxiliary
Graph (HSAG).

5.4 Optimal Hybrid Service Function Chain Embedding

In this section, when the SN provides abundant bandwidth resource, we propose an Optimal Hybrid Service Function Chain Embedding (Opt-HSFCE) algorithm, which creates the
optimal hybrid SFP for a given h-SFC based on the technique of Hybrid SFC embedding
Auxiliary Graph (HSAG).

5.4.1 Hybrid SFC embedding Auxiliary Graph (HSAG)
Based on the analysis above, a hybrid SFP needs to meet two constraints: i) executing-order
constraint, which requires the SFP visiting the SF instances as the same order they appear
in the h-SFC, and ii) re-visit constraint that requires the SF(s) appeared in both forward
and backward SFCs will be embedded onto the same substrate node. When an h-SFC is
given in an HSR, the executing-order of all SFs is strictly specified. The optimization goal
of ML-HSFCE turns out to be finding the shortest SFP, whereas each SF in the HSR is em-
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bedded onto a substrate node along the SFP and the re-visit constraint is enforced. Clearly,
the traditional shortest path algorithms cannot be directly applied due to this re-visit constraint. A naive brutal-force searching scheme can be time-consuming or even intractable for
a large system. In the following, we propose to create an auxiliary graph called Hybrid SFC
embedding Auxiliary Graph (HSAG), which effectively takes into account the properties of
the given h-SFC and available substrate network resource to facilitate the h-SFC embedding
process.
A composited HSAG includes three components i) tier, ii) layer and iii) nodes. As shown
in Fig. 5.7, each tier includes at least one layer, and a layer consists of at least one node.
Each tier in the HSAG matches with one SF node in the given h-SFC. In other words, the
number of tiers in the HSAG equals the number of SF nodes in the h-SFC. Specifically, a
composited HSAG can be represented as HSAG = {T1 , T2 , ..., Tδ }, where Ti represents the
ith tier in the HSAG and δ is the length of the h-SFC. Each tier in HSAG matches with
one SF node in the given h-SFC. Note that, T1 and Tδ only include the source node. We
use s and s0 to specify the source node in T1 and Tδ , respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.7,
for a tier Ti , it only has direct connections with the adjacent tiers (Ti−1 and Ti+1 ), which
guarantees that a flow from T1 to Tδ must visit each tier in order. Any path starting from T1
and ending with Tδ will satisfy the executing-order constraint. For tier Ti , it includes at least
one layer, which can be represented as Ti = {LT1 i , LT2 i , ..., LTmi }. For layer LTni (n ∈ [1, m]),
it can be either the set of substrate candidates of vi or a specific substrate candidate of vi .
For simplicity, we use SCvi,n
and sci,n
k to represent the set of substrate candidates and the
i
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kth substrate candidate of vi in the layer n of the tier i, respectively. An index number vi k
in layer LTn indicates that any layer created from LTn will use the kth substrate candidate for
hosting vi , which guarantees the re-visit constraint.
Table 5.2: Term & Abbreviation Table
Abbreviation
Meaning
Ti
the ith tier
Td
destination tier
LTni
the nth layer in Ti
sci,n
the kth substrate candidate of vi in LTni of Ti
k
i,n
SCvi
the set of substrate candidates of vi in LTni of Ti
vi k
index number for the kth substrate candidate of vi

HSAG for the forward traffic: The forward traffic starts at the source node located at
T1 . For every two adjacent tiers Ti and Ti+1 , according to whether Ti is created for a common
SF, there are two different options to create the HSAG.
Ti
When Ti is created for a common SF, for each node sci,n
k in the layer Ln , one needs to
T

T

create a layer Lmi+1 in Ti+1 to match the re-visit constraint. Each newly created layer Lmi+1
) for vi+1 and extends the index numbers
includes the set of substrate candidates (SCvi+1,m
i+1
T

from LTni . An index number vi k is then added to the newly created layer Lmi+1 , which
T

indicates that the traffic passes Lmi+1 will re-visit the kth substrate candidate of vi in the
T

i+1
backward traffic. Next, the sci,n
k connects with all nodes in the newly created layer Lm

by using the shortest path in the SN. Note that, when Ti is created for a common SF, the
number of layers in Ti+1 equals the number of nodes in Ti .
T

When Ti is created for a non-common SF, for each layer LTni in Ti , a layer Lni+1 that
includes SCvi+1,n
and extends the index numbers from LTni is created in Ti+1 . Then, a complete
i+1
T

bipartite graph is created between LTni and Lni+1 [55], whereas each node in LTni connects with
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Figure 5.7: Hybrid SFC embedding auxiliary graph for the given h-SFC {s, v1 , v2 , v3 , d, v1 , s0 }.
T

all nodes in Lni+1 ; but there is no connection between any pair of nodes in the same layer.
Note that, since each layer in Ti matches a layer in Ti+1 , the number of layers in Ti equals
the number of layers in Ti+1 when Ti is created for a non-common SF.
As the destination tier is the last tier in the forward traffic, the number of layers in the
destination tier equals the product of the number of substrate candidates for all common SFs.
For example, if there are three common SFs exists in the h-SFC whose numbers of substrate
candidates will be x, y and z, there will be x ∗ y ∗ z layers in the destination tier. For each
layer in the destination tier, it includes a unique set of index numbers to indicate that the
forward traffic ending at this destination layer visits a specific set of substrate candidates
for the common SFs.
HSAG for the backward traffic: The backward traffic starts with the destination tier.
Since each destination layer includes a unique set of index numbers that indicate which
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substrate candidate needs to be re-visited for every common SF, the HSAG for the backward
traffic is created from each destination layer. For a specific destination layer LTnd , there are
two options to create the HSAG according to whether Ti+1 is for a common SF.
T

If Ti+1 is created for a common SF, for each layer LTni in Ti , a layer Lni+1 is created only
with the kth substrate candidate of vi+1 according to the set of index numbers of LTnd . Then,
T

all nodes in LTni connect with the newly created node in Lni+1 .
T

When Ti+1 is created for a non-common SF, for each layer LTni , a layer Lni+1 is created
with all substrate candidates of vi+1 . Next, a complete bipartite graph is formulated between
T

LTni and Lni+1 .
Note that, since the HSAG for the backward traffic is created from each destination layer.
Thus, all tiers (other than the last tier) in the backward HSAG own the same number of
layers as the destination tier. With a composited HSAG, any path starting at s and ending
at s0 is a potential hybrid SFP.
Lemma 5.4.1. Any path connects the source node s to the source node s0 in the HSAG
satisfies executing-order constraint.
Proof. In the HSAG, the number of tiers matches the number of SFs in the h-SFC. For tier
Ti , it only connects with the adjacent tiers (Ti−1 and Ti+1 ). There is no connection between
any two non-adjacent tiers. That is to say, in the HSAG, any path starting at the source
node s and ending with the source node s0 has to go through each tier in the order as the
corresponding SF appears in the h-SFC. Thus, any path connecting the source node s and
s0 in the HSAG obeys the executing-order constraint.
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Lemma 5.4.2. Any path connects the source node s to s0 in the HSAG satisfies re-visit
constraint.
Proof. In HSAG, for a specific hybrid SFP, it can be regarded as two SFPs (forward SFP and
backward SFP) that share the same endpoints. Each destination layer owns a unique set of
index numbers that indicates the substrate candidate for each common SF. Thus, the forward
and backward SFPs of a hybrid SFP will visit the same set of substrate candidates for the
common SFs. The re-visit constraint is guaranteed for any hybrid SFP in the HSAG.
Lemma 5.4.3. The paths from the source node s to the source node s0 in the HSAG include
all possible hybrid SFPs.
Proof. The index numbers of all layers include all possible combinations of the visiting
substrate candidates for common SFs. Thus, to prove all possible hybrid SFPs are included
in the HSAG, we need to prove that all possible combinations of visiting substrate candidates
for non-common SFs are also included. For the tier Ti that is not created for a common SF,
Ti−1 is: i) not created for a common SF; or ii) created for a common SF. For the former case,
there exists a complete bipartite graph formed by each layer of Ti−1 and a layer in Ti . Thus,
all substrate nodes of vi are visitable by any path starting at the source. For the latter case,
each node in Ti−1 connects with a layer including the set of substrate candidates of vi in Ti .
Since the substrate candidates of all common SFs are visitable from the source, all substrate
candidates for the non-common SF vi are also visitable from the source. Thus, the HSAG
includes all possible hybrid SFPs.
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To explain how the HSAG is created, we assume there is an h-SFC as {s, v1 , v2 , v3 , d, v1 , s0 },
where s and s0 represent the first and last node in the forward and backward traffic, respectively. The composited HSAG is shown in Fig. 5.7, which includes 7 tiers. In Fig. 5.7, x,
y and z denote the cardinality of the substrate candidates for v1 , v2 and v3 , respectively.
To construct the HSAG in the forward traffic, one needs to start with the source node (T1 ).
Since T1 is created for a non-common SF, only one layer LT1 2 is required in T2 , which in. The source node in T1 connects with all nodes in LT1 2 . Since T2 is created
cludes SCv2,1
1
T3
3,k
for a common SF, for each node sc2,1
k in T2 , a layer Lk that includes SCv2 is created and

an index number v1 k is added to the layer. Next, each sck2,1 connects with all nodes in the
corresponding layer LTk 3 . As T4 and T5 are created for non-common SFs, they follow the
same rule as T1 . Since only v1 is the common SF, there are x (cardinality of the substrate
candidates for v1 ) layers in the T5 (tier for the destination). Then, the backward HSAG is
constructed from destination layer LTn5 . As T6 is created for a common SF v1 , for a specific
LTn5 , the substrate node sc6,n
is created according to the index number v1 k. For example,
k
6,n
T5
T5
sc6,1
1 is created for L1 . All nodes in Ln connects with the newly create node sck . Since

there are x layers in the destination tier, for each tier in the backward HSAG (other than
the last tier), there are x layers. At last, all layers in T6 connects with the node in T7 .
5.4.2 Optimal Hybrid SFC Embedding Algorithms
Based on the HSAG, we propose an Optimal Hybrid SFC Embedding (Opt-HSFCE) algorithm in Algorithm 8. Opt-HSFCE prunes the links in the SN that cannot provide enough
bandwidth resource. Then, the algorithm finds the available substrate candidates for each
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requested SF and constructs the HSAG. At last, the optimal hybrid SFP is created as the
shortest path connecting the source node s and s0 in the composited HSAG.
Algorithm 8 Optimal Hybrid SFC Embedding (Opt-HSFCE)
1: Input: G, HSR;
2: Output: Hybrid SF P ;
3: Discarding the links with bandwidth less than BW in G;
4: for each SF vi in the SFC do
5:
Find all available substrate candidates and form a list tier i for the SF vi ;
6: end for
7: Composite the HSAG according to G, HSR and the substrate candidate list of each SF;
8: Formulate an SFP by finding the shortest path connecting s to s0 in the composited
HSAG;
9: Return: Hybrid SFP ;

Theorem 5.4.4. Opt-HSFCE can construct the hybrid SFP with the minimum latency when
SN provides enough computing and bandwidth resource.
Proof. The hybrid SFP created by Opt-HSFCE is the shortest path that connects the source
node s and s0 in the composited HSAG. With Lemmas 5.4.1-5.4.3, the composited HSAG
includes all possible hybrid SFPs while guaranteeing the “re-visit constraint” and “executingorder constraint”. Therefore, the shortest path that starts at the source node s and ends at
s0 node is the hybrid SFP that has the minimum latency for the given HSR.
We then analyze the time complexity of the proposed Opt-HSFCE algorithm. We assume
that the length of the h-SFC is δ, and there are φ common SFs along with the two directions
of the h-SFC. Thus, there are δ tiers in the HSAG. In the worst case, every substrate node
can provide all requested SF instances (Fn = F, ∀n ∈ N ). For each tier Ti , there are at
most |N |φ layers, each of which can be a set of substrate candidates of vi . For each tier,
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there are at most |N |φ+1 nodes. Since each pair of layers in Ti and Ti+1 have at most
|N |2 links, there are at most |N |φ+2 links between two adjacent tiers. Accordingly, in an
HSAG, there are at most 2δ |N |φ+1 nodes and 2δ |N |φ+2 links. To generate an HSAG, the time
complexity is O(|N ||E| + |N |φ+2 ). When applying the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm,
the time complexity is O( 2δ |N |φ+2 log( 2δ |N |φ+1 )). As one can see that, the time complexity
of the Opt-HSFCE algorithm depends on the number of common SFs in the h-SFC (φ). As
φ is an integer and generally much smaller than |N |, the Opt-HSFCE can be regarded as a
pseudo-polynomial time algorithm.

5.5 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we show the performance of the proposed Opt-HSFCE algorithm when comparing with the techniques that are directly extended from [46] and [64].

5.5.1 Simulation Environment
We use the 24-nodes-43-links US-NET and a 40-nodes-180-links random network as the
Substrate Networks (SNs). For the 40-nodes-180-links random network, each substrate node
has at least 4 direct neighbours (i.e., each substrate node directly connects at least four other
nodes). For each substrate node, its computing capacity is randomly assigned in the range
of [100 − 200]. The number of SF instances that a substrate node can handle is randomly
distributed in the range of [2 − 6]. For each substrate link, its latency cost is in the range of
[1 − 8] and its available bandwidth is in the range of [30 − 50].
We set the number of SF nodes required by an HSR in the range of [6 − 18], whereas the
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number of common SFs is in the range of [2 − 6]. For each SF node, the required computing
capacity is in the range of [10 − 20]. For the h-SFC, the source and destination nodes are
randomly generated, and the bandwidth demand for each pair of SFs is in the range of [1−5].

5.5.2 Performance Metrics and Benchmarks
We use the following metrics to assess the performance of the proposed schemes.
Average Latency: We use Average Latency to evaluate the performance of the proposed
P

scheme. Average Latency is calculated as AvL =

HSRi ∈HSRC

|SF Pcreated |

|HSRC |

, where |SF Pcreated |

represents the length of the hybrid SFP generated from the request HSRi ; and HSRC is
the set of HSRs.
Accumulated Latency: When multiple requests are embedded onto the same SN, we use
Accumulated Latency to evaluate the performance. Accumulated Latency is calculated as
AcL =

P

HSRi ∈HSRC

|SF Pcreated |.

Runtime: We employ the runtime to evaluate the time complexity of the proposed OptHSFCE algorithm. We build our algorithms in JAVA to validate the performance of our
proposed schemes. All measurements are conducted on a Windows 10 system equipped with
the Intel i7-4870Q CPU @ 2.50 GHz core and 16 GB RAM.
We implement the brutal force algorithm, which searches the shortest hybrid SFP among
all possible combinations for a given h-SFC. In addition, we extend the optimal SFCE
technique [46] and the heuristic technique proposed in [64] as the benchmarks. We extend the
technique proposed in [46] by i) constructing the optimal forward SFP as [46]; ii) recording
the SF node embedding results as the forward SFP; iii) applying the technique in [46] for
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each pair of substrate nodes that host the common SFs by the backward direction; and
iv) constructing the hybrid SFP by concatenating them. Similarly, we extend the technique
proposed in [64] by i) generating the multi-stage graph for both forward and backward SFCs,
ii) embedding the common SF(s) onto the substrate node that has the least sum of distances
to the substrate candidates of the previous and the next SFs, iii) concatenating the forward
and backward multi-stage graph as the hybrid multi-stage, and iv) constructing the hybrid
SFP according to the hybrid multi-stage graph. We name the methods extended from [46]
and [64] as “2OPT-SFCE” and “Multi-Stage SFCE”, respectively.

5.5.3 Performance Analysis of Opt-HSFCE for Single HSR
Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the impact of the h-SFC length when setting the number of
common SFs as 4. Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 present the impact of the common SFs in an h-SFC
when setting the length of the h-SFC as 16 and 24, respectively. Since the brutal force
algorithm has the same performance as the proposed Opt-HSFCE, Figs. 5.8-5.11 only show
3 curves, whereas the red dashed curves represent the performance of “Opt-HSFCE”, the
blue solid curves are from “2OPT-SFCE”, and the grey dotted curves show the performance
of “Multi-Stage SFCE”.
When increasing the number of SFs in the h-SFC, Opt-HSFCE outperforms the other
two techniques. For 2OPT-SFCE, this is because the common SFs are embedded according
to their positions in forward traffic, which may introduce additional latency for the backward
traffic. Even though Multi-Stage SFCE embeds the common SFs onto the substrate nodes
that have the least latencies sum to their previous and next SF candidates, it limits the
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Figure 5.8: The 24-nodes US-NET

Figure 5.9: The 40-nodes random network

embedding of the non-common SFs. In US-NET, Opt-HSFCE outperforms 2OPT-SFCE and
Multi-Stage SFCE by an average of 35% and 37%, respectively. Opt-HSFCE outperforms
2OPT-SFCE and Multi-Stage SFCE by an average of 23% and 19% in the 40-nodes random
network.
When increasing the number of common SFs in the h-SFC, all algorithms need less
latency, and Opt-HSFCE always has the best performance. This is because increasing the
number of common SFs likely reduces the number of substrate nodes that are required to
host the requested SFs. With a fixed length of h-SFC, if the number of common SFs is half
of the length, the h-SFC becomes a bidirectional SFC, whereas the forward and backward
SFCs request the same set of SFs. Hence, when the number of common SFs is 6 in Fig. 5.10,
the performance of 2OPT-SFCE is similar to Opt-HSFCE as indicated by Lemma 5.3.1.
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Note that, when the number of common SFs is less than 3 in Fig. 5.10, Multi-Stage SFCE
outperforms 2OPT-SFCE, while the latter scheme is better when the number of common SFs
is greater than 3. This is because, when the number of common SFs is large, the Multi-Stage
SFCE method will embed each SF in a nearest-neighbour manner. In the 24-nodes US-NET,
Opt-SFCE outperforms 2OPT-SFCE and Multi-Stage SFCE by an average of 20% and 23%,
respectively. In the 40-nodes random network, Opt-SFCE outperforms 2OPT-SFCE and
Multi-Stage SFCE by an average of 13% and 17%, respectively.

5.5.4 Performance Analysis of Opt-HSFCE for Multiple HSRs
When embedding multiple HSRs onto the 40-nodes random network, Figs. 5.12 and 5.13
show the accumulated latency required by the proposed scheme. We set the length of the hSFC as 24 for both figures. The number of common SFs in Fig. 5.12 is 4, while it is 9 in Fig.
5.13. In both figures, the red grid bar represents the performance of “Opt-HSFCE”, the blue
bar shows the performance of “2OPT-SFCE”, and the grey bar represents the performance
of “Multi-Stage SFCE”. Again, we can see that Opt-HSFCE always outperforms the other
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outperforms 2OPT-SFCE; while 2OPT-SFCE outperforms Multi-Stage when HSR requires
a large number of common SFs (i.e., Fig. 5.13).

5.5.5 Runtime Analysis of Opt-HSFCE
We evaluate the runtime of Opt-HSFCE in the 24-nodes-43-links US-NET under two different
scenarios (i.e., Fig. 5.14 and 5.15). In Fig. 5.14, 4 common SFs are in all h-SFCs, while
the length of the h-SFC varies. In Fig. 5.15, 16 SFs are requested in the h-SFC, while the
number of common SFs varies. In both Fig. 5.14 and 5.15, the green dashed curves, red
dashed curves, blue solid curves and grey dotted curves represent the runtime of the “brutal
force”, “Opt-HSFCE”, “2OPT-SFCE” and “Multi-Stage SFCE”, respectively. Even though
2OPT-SFCE and Multi-Stage SFCE need less runtime than brutal force and Opt-HSFCE,
the latter two significantly outperforms the former two in terms of latency as mentioned
above.
When increasing the number of SFs of the h-SFC in Fig. 5.14, the runtime required
by the brutal force algorithm increases sharply from hundreds of seconds to thousands of
seconds; while the runtime of Opt-HSFCE does not vary much. This is because, when the
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number of common SFs is fixed, increasing the number of SFs in the h-SFC does not affect
the complexity of the generated HSAG much. However, for the brutal force, increasing the
number of SFs in the h-SFC brings much more potential hybrid SFP combinations, which
greatly affects the runtime performance. For example, in the worst case (i.e., every substrate
node provides all SF instances), increasing the number of SFs from 10 SF nodes to 12 SF
nodes brings |N |12 −|N |10 more combinations for the brutal force algorithm. Averagely, given
an h-SFC with four common SFs, the brutal force needs 2053.45 seconds, while Opt-HSFEC
needs 6.282 seconds.
When increasing the number of common SFs in the h-SFC in Fig. 5.15, the runtime for the
brutal force algorithm decreases while the runtime of Opt-HSFCE increases. This is because
increasing the number of common SFs can effectively decrease the searching combinations
for the brutal force algorithm as the backward traffic depends on the forward one. However,
the number of common SFs greatly affects the complexity of the HSAG (i.e., the number
of nodes and links in the HSAG). Thus, increasing the number of common SFs introduces
more runtime for Opt-HSFCE. Nevertheless, with an increasing number of common SFs,
Opt-HSFCE still significantly outperforms the brutal force algorithm. Averagely, when the
length of the h-SFC is 16, the brutal force algorithm requires 2282.6 seconds, while the
Opt-HSFCE needs 13.6 seconds.
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5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated how to optimally embed a given hybrid SFC (h-SFC) in
MEC systems. We have mathematically formulated the Minimum Latency Hybrid Service
Function Chain Embedding (ML-HSFCE) problem and have proposed an algorithm called
Optimal Hybrid SFC Embedding (Opt-HSFCE), which optimally embeds a given h-SFC
onto the substrate network. Through extensive simulations and analysis, we have shown
that the proposed Opt-HSFCE can find the optimal hybrid SFP with much less runtime
compared with the brutal force algorithm and significantly outperforms the schemes that
are directly extended from the existing SFC Embedding (SFCE) techniques.
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CHAPTER 6
DEPENDENCE-AWARE SERVICE CHAINING AND EMBEDDING

6.1 Motivation

Traditionally,the SFCE problem generally includes two important processes: 1) SFC design
and 2) SFC mapping. The former process constructs an SFC for a given Network Service
Request (NSR), while the latter maps the constructed SFC onto the substrate network via
node/link mapping subprocesses, which correspond to the node/link mapping in traditional
Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) [65, 66, 67]. In node mapping, each VNF node is
embedded onto a substrate node that has enough available computing resource and provides
the requested functionality. To connect the mapped VNF nodes, the link mapping process
finds a set of subtrate/physical paths (links) that satisfies the requested bandwidth. This
set of substrate/physical paths (links) is also known as Service Function Path (SFP)[14].
As the SFCE is known as NP-hard [18], many researchers have proposed efficient heuristic approaches (e.g., [24, 68, 69]). Recently, how to effectively conduct SFC design and
VNF node/link mapping while considering the dependences constraint among VNFs draws
research attention [70]. When designing the SFC, if VNF q depends on another VNF p, then
q must be placed after p in the constructed chain such that the data stream goes through p
before arriving at q. The corresponding optimization problem is called as Dependence-aware
Service Function Chain Embedding (D SFCE). In [70], the authors propose the technique
of Independent Grouping to guarantee the correctness of SFC construction and the technique of Adaptive M apping to map the created SFC onto IP network via the shortest path
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connections.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the Dependenceaware Service Function Chain Embedding in Optical networks (D SFCE O) problem. Section III presents our D SFC LU algorithm. In Section IV, we analyze the performance of
the proposed algorithm. We summarize this chapter in Section V.

6.2 Problem Statement

In this section, we formalize the problem of the Dependence-aware Service Function Chain
Embedding in Optical networks (D SFCE O).

6.2.1 Substrate Optical Network
We use an undirected graph SON = (NS , LS ) to represent the Substrate Optical Network
(SON), where NS and LS denote the set of substrate nodes and substrate fiber links, respectively. Each substrate node is able to host some VNF nodes. The available computing
resource (i.e., CPU) of a substrate node si is denoted as CP Usi ∈ Z+ . FS is a set of commonly used network functionalities. We use fsi ∈ FS to denote the functionality provided
by substrate node si . Without loss of generality, each substrate node only provides one type
of functionality. For each substrate fiber link lsi sj ∈ LS , (si , sj ∈ NS ), we use subcarrieri
to represent the ith subcarrier. For example in Fig. 6.1, the boxes beside the fiber link
ls1 s2 represent subcarriers where the white boxes (i.e., subcarrier0 and subcarrier2 ) are the
available subcarriers and the yellow boxes (i.e., subcarrier1 and subcarrier3 ) indicate that
the subcarriers are occupied.
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Figure 6.1: An Example of a Substrate Optical Figure 6.2: Function dependences in N SR1 .
Network.
6.2.2 Dependence-aware NFV Service Request
An NFV Service Request (NSR) can be represented by a 3-tuple N SR =< V, D, B >, where
V is the set of VNF nodes; D represents dependences among VNF nodes, and B ∈ Z+ is
the requested bandwidth for the data stream. Each VNF node v ∈ V demands a certain
amount of computing resource CP Uv ∈ Z+ , and a specific network function fv . To represent
dependences among VNF nodes, we use vi → vj to denote that vj has a dependence on
vi . Without loss of generality, we assume that each VNF node only requires a unique
network function. In other words, there are no two VNF nodes requesting the same network
functionality in the same N SR.
Fig. 6.2 illustrates an example of the dependences constraint in N SR1 . There are four
VNF nodes in the N SR1 , and the arrows represent dependences among the VNF nodes.
Specifically, v2 depends on v1 (v1 → v2 ) and v3 depends on v2 (v2 → v3 ) while v4 has no
dependence on any other VNF node.
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6.2.3 Dependence-aware SFC Embedding in Optical Networks
To map an NSR onto a shared SON, we need take the dependences constraint, VNF node
mapping constraint and VNF link mapping constraint into consideration.
Dependences Constraint: If the function of vj depends on that of vi (i.e., vi → vj ),
then, in the designed chain, vi has to be placed ahead of vj .
VNF Node Mapping Constraint: Each v ∈ V must be mapped to exactly one substrate node that can provide enough computing resource and the corresponding functionality.
To enhance the reliability of the system, we assume that no two VNF nodes in the same
N SR are allowed to be mapped onto the same substrate node.
VNF Link Mapping Constraint: Each VNF link between two consecutive VNF nodes
in the designed SFC must be mapped (e.g., via the RSA process) onto a substrate fiber link
or a physical fiber path that can provide enough consecutive subcarriers. We assume every
substrate node is equipped with wavelength converters such that only consecutiveness of
subcarriers are taken into account.
Definition of D SFCE O problem: The optimization problem of Dependence-aware
Service Function Chain Embedding in Optical networks (D SFCE O) problem is defined as
how to design an SFC and map the created SFC onto a given SON while i) satisfying the
aforementioned constraints, ii) minimizing the required bandwidth for the created SFP. A
secondary object function for D SFCE O is to minimize the number of wavelength converters
employed by the N SR. When there is no dependece and spectrum allocation constraints,
D SFCE O problem can be reduced to SFCE problem. As a special case of D SFCE O,
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SFCE is known as NP-hard [18]. Therefore, we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm to
solve D SFCE O problem in the following section.

6.3 Dependence-aware Service Function Chain embedding with Least-Used
consecutive subcarriers

In this section, we propose an efficient algorithm, namely, Dependence-aware Service Function Chain embedding with Least-Used consecutive subcarriers (D SFC LU). Different from
the traditional SFCE algorithms which sequentially create the chain and map the created
chain [71], D SFC LU algorithm jointly optimizes the chain design and mapping processes
while taking into account the process of routing and spectrum allocation in optical networks.
The proposed D SFC LU algorithm selects and appends a VNF node that has no dependency on the remaining un-mapped VNF nodes, to the tail of the created SFC by applying
the technique of Impact Factor based Node Selection (IFNS). When mapping the selected
VNF node onto a substrate node, D SFC LU takes the advantage of Chain Node Mapping
(CNM) technique to identify proper substrate node. At the same time, the Chain-Fit link
mapping technique is proposed to connect these substrate nodes with a Service Function
Path (SFP).

6.3.1 Impact Factor based Node Selection
For a given NFV service request N SR =< V, R, B >, to illustrate the dependences among
VNF nodes, we define two operators: child and parent as shown in Eqs. (6.1)-(6.2). If a
VNF node vj depends on another VNF node vi , we call vj as a child of vi as shown in Eq.
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(6.1). Similarly, we call vj as a parent of vi in Eq. (6.2) if a VNF node vi depends on VNF
node vj .

childvi = {vj |(vi → vj ) ∈ DV , vi , vj ∈ V }

(6.1)

parentvi = {vj |(vj → vi ) ∈ DV , vi , vj ∈ V }

(6.2)

We further define two operators: descendant and precedent in Eqs. (6.3)-(6.4). Among
the VNF nodes that have not been added into the created SFC, if a VNF node vj is a child
or grandchild of vi , then vj is a descendant of vi as shown in Eq. (6.3). Similarly, vj is a
precedent of vi , if vj is a parent or grandparent of vi in Eq. (6.4).
descendantvi = {

[

{vj } ∪ descendantvj }

(6.3)

{vj } ∪ precedentvj }

(6.4)

vj ∈childvi

precedentvi = {

[
vj ∈parentvi

Lemma 6.3.1. If precedentvi is empty, then appending vi to the tail of the created SFC does
not violate the dependences constraint.
Lemma 6.3.2. If both precedentvi and precedentvj are empty, then appending vi ahead of
or behind vj in the SFC does not violate the dependencies constraint.
According to Lemma 6.3.1-6.3.2, to facilitate the processes of VNFs chain design and
mapping, we create a Precedent-mapped List (PL) consisting of VNF node v that has no
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dependencies on the remaining un-mapped VNF nodes, i.e., sizeof (precedentv ) = 0.
NSR impact factor: In a created SFC, we denote vi 99K vj as the data stream travelling
from vi to vj . For example, in Fig. 6.2, initially precedentv1 and precedentv4 are empty. If
we select v4 as the Next VNF node (NV) to append to the created SFC, there would be only
one option to design the chain: v4 99K v1 99K v2 99K v3 . However, if selecting v1 as NV,
one will have multiple options to construct the chain. From this observation, we define NSR
Impact Factor (N IFv ) of a VNF node v as shown in Eq. (6.5), where distance(v, u) stands
for the hop numbers between VNF nodes v and u in the dependence graph of an NSR.

N IFv = 1 +

X
u∈ descendantv

1
1 + distance(v, u)

(6.5)

Intuitively, mapping a VNF node v that has a larger N IFv value first can potentially
add more un-mapped VNF nodes into PL. As a result, more chain candidates will present,
which is broadly equivalent to enlarging the searching space of SFC design. For example,
when calculating the NIF of v1 and v4 in N SR1 , v1 has descendants as {v2 , v3 }, N IFv1 =
1 + 21 + 13 =

11
6

while v4 has no descendant, N IFv4 = 1. Hence, we propose the Impact Factor

based Node Selection (IFNS) technique in Algorithm 9. Line 1 calculates the NIF values of
un-mapped VNF node v with sizeof (precedentv ) = 0 and selects the one with the highest
NIF value as NV. Line 2 appends it to the tail of the created SFC. Line 3-5 updates the PL.
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Algorithm 9 Impact Factor based Node Selection (IFNS)
Require: SON , N SR, PL, NV;
Ensure: NV, PL;
1: Calculate NIF values of VNF nodes with sizeof (P recedentv ) = 0 in NSR and set NV
as the VNF node with highest NIF;
2: Prune NV from N SR and append it at the tail of the SFC;
3: for VNF node v that has no precedent in N SR do
4:
PL = PL ∪ {v};
5: end for
6.3.2 Chain Node Mapping
For a substrate node s, if s can provide enough computing resource and corresponding
functionality for a VNF node v, we call s as a substrate candidate (scv ) of v. As v may
have multiple substrate candidates, the candidate set of v is denoted as SC v . To map the
NV onto an appropriate substrate node, we propose an efficient node mapping technique,
namely, Chain Node Mapping (CNM), which employs Closeness-Centrality Ratio (CCR) and
Linear Property Node Mapping (LPNM) to identify a proper substrate node for the NV.
Closeness-Centrality Ratio: In order to decrease the bandwidth consumption of the
ensuing node/link mapping processes, the location to map the first NV is important. We introduce Closeness-Centrality Ratio (CCR) [72] to take advantage of the location relationships
between the substrate candidate (scN V ) of the first NV and the substrate candidate of the
VNF nodes in PL. The calculation of CCR is shown in Eq. (6.6), where distance(scN V , scv )
represents the hop numbers between scN V and scv in the SON.

1
N V , scv )
distance(sc
scv ∈SC(v),v∈PL

CCR(scN V , PL) = P

(6.6)

Clearly, the higher the CCR value is, the more substrate candidate nodes are nearby.
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Algorithm 10 Chain Node Mapping (CNM)
Require: SON , N SR, SFP, PL, NV;
Ensure: SFC, SFP;
1: if SFC only has one VNF node then
2:
Calculate the Closeness-Centrality Ratio of all substrate candidates of NV by Eq.
(6.6);
3:
Map NV onto the substrate candidate with the highest Closeness-Centrality Ratio
and update the SFP;
4: else
5:
Set d2 as the length of the path between the substrate candidate (scN V ) of NV to
the tail (stail ) of the current SFP;
6:
Set d1 as the length of the path between the substrate candidate of NV to the substrate candidate (scv ) of the VNF nodes in PL;
7:
Find the substrate candidate of NV where d1 + d2 is minimized and map NV to that
substrate node;
8:
Update the SFP;
9: end if
Hence, mapping NV onto the substrate candidate with the highest CCR value can potentially
reduce the overall length of SFP as well as bandwidth consumption in the SON. For example,
when mapping N SR1 onto the SON in Fig. 6.1, v1 is selected as the NV and PL is updated
as {v2 , v4 }. When calculating the CCR values of v1 ’s substrate candidates (i.e., s1 and s5 ),
CCRs1 =

1
1+2+2

=

1
5

while CCRs5 =

1
1+2+3

= 16 . Accordingly, mapping v1 onto s1 which has

higher CCR value, is a better option, as shown in Fig. 6.3.
Linear Property Node Mapping: The structure of an SFC is different from a Virtual
Network (VN) where one virtual node might need multiple (e.g., more than 2) connections
with its neighbors. In the SFC, any VNF node (excluding the first and last VNF nodes in
the chain) connects two VNF neighbor nodes, one is the tail of the created SFC and the
other one is the NV. For example, in Fig. 6.3, after appending v1 at the tail of the SFC and
mapping v1 onto the SON, v2 is selected as the NV and the PL is updated as {v3 , v4 }. When
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Figure 6.3: An Example of CCR and LPNM.
appending v2 to the tail of the created SFC, v2 has two VNF neighbor nodes. One is v1 , the
tail of the current SFC, and the other is v3 or v4 , based on which is selected as the NV in
next iteration.
Hence, we propose the Linear Property Node Mapping (LPNM) to find an appropriate
substrate candidate for the NV by utilizing this SFC connection property, which is shown in
Line 5-8 of Algorithm 10. In LPNM, we define d2 as the substrate hop number of the path
between the tail (stail ) of the current SFP and scN V . Similarly, we define d1 as the substrate
hop number of the path between scN V and scv (v ∈ P L). Then, we search the minimal
d1 + d2 value for all scN V . The NV is mapped onto the substrate node with the minimal
d1 + d2 among all scN V . For example, in Fig. 6.3, if v1 has been mapped onto s1 and s1
becomes the tail of the SFP. VNF node v2 is selected as the NV and the PL is updated as
{v3 , v4 }. LPNM method considers the length of the path between v2 ’s candidates (s2 and s6 )
to the tail (s1 ) of the created SFP and the substrate candidates (s3 and s4 ) of the VNF nodes
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in PL. As one can see in Fig. 6.3, when mapping v2 onto s2 , the path (s1 − s2 − s3 ) provides
the minimal d1 + d2 as 2. However, when mapping v2 onto s6 , the path (s1 − s2 − s6 − s2 − s3 )
provides the minimal d1 + d2 as 4. As a result, v2 is mapped onto s2 .
6.3.3 Chain-Fit Link Mapping
After the NV is mapped by the LPNM method, a physical/fiber path, which consists one or
multiple physical/fiber links, is constructed to support the data transmission between the
NV and the tail of the created SFC. Each physical/fiber link along this fiber path needs
reserve enough consecutive subcarriers requested by the NSR. When two links along this
created SFP use different set of subcarriers, wavelength converter is needed, which increases
the cost for the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) [73].
Algorithm 11 Dependence-aware Service Function Chain embedding with Least-Used consecutive subcarriers (D SFC LU)
Require: SON , N SR
Ensure: SFP
1: Initialize SFC, SFP, PL as ∅;
2: Find the least-used consecutive subcarriers which satisfies the bandwidth requirement;
3: while NSR is not ∅ do
4:
Call IFNS() to calculate the importance of the un-mapped VNF nodes with
sizeof (precedent) = 0 and construct PL;
5:
Call CNM() to map un-mapped VNF nodes onto the substrate optical network;
6:
if least-used consecutive subcarriers are available in the path between the substrate
node where NV is mapped and the tail of the created SFP then
7:
Reserves least-used consecutive subcarriers for the path;
8:
else
9:
Use First-Fit RSA to reserve enough consecutive subcarriers for the path;
10:
end if
11: end while
12: return SFP

Unlike the traditional RSA approaches whereas the fiber path requests are generally
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Figure 6.4: An Example of Chain-Fit RSA.
independent to each other, the fiber paths created to form the SFP are correlated. For
example, in Fig. 6.4, v1 , v3 and v4 have the same requirement as they are in N SR1 and
s1 , s2 , s3 and s4 are the same substrate node in Fig. 6.1. The subcarrier0 along s3 − s4 is
not available. If the requested number of subcarriers is 2, to map the virtual link v1 99K v3 ,
the traditional First-Fit RSA will employ subcarrier0 and subcarrier1 , along fiber path
s1 − s2 − s3. Similarly, to map v3 99K v4 , First-Fit RSA will use subcarrier1 and subcarrier2
along fiber path s3 − s4. As a result, for data flow along this SFC, one would have to use
wavelength conversion at substrate node s3 . To minimize the used subcarrier resource and
wavelength conversion, we propose the Chain-Fit (CF) Routing and Spectrum Allocation,
which finds the least-used consecutive subcarriers in the whole substrate nodes for the process
of link mapping, as shown in Algorithm 11.
When applying the D SFC LU algorithm in Fig. 6.5, the D SFC LU algorithm first finds
the least-used consecutive subcarriers for the NSR which is subcarrier2 for the SON shown
in Fig. 6.1. Continuing with aforementioned processes where v2 has been mapped onto s2
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Figure 6.5: An Illustration of D SFC LU.
by the CNM technique, we need construct a path to connect s1 with s2 via the subcarrier3
by applying the CF technique. The SFC is created as v1 99K v2 while the created SFP is
s1 − s2 . Then, there are only two un-mapped VNF nodes left, v3 and v4 . As v3 requires
higher computing demand than v4 , v3 is selected as the NV. As v3 has only one substrate
candidate as s3 , v3 is mapped onto v3 . To construct a link connecting s3 with the tail of
the created SFP (s2 ), the CF reserves subcarrier2 in path s2 − s3 . The created SFC now is
v1 99K v2 99K v3 and the corresponding SFP is s1 − s2 − s3 . In next iteration, v4 is selected as
the NV and mapped onto s4 . The CF reserves the subcarrier2 for the connection between s3
and s4 . As a result, the final SFC is created as v1 99K v2 99K v3 99K v4 and the constructed
SFP is s1 − s2 − s3 − s4 with the bandwidth consumption as 3 subcarriers.
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6.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we compare the performance of Dependence-aware SFC embedding with
Least-Used consecutive subcarriers (D SFC LU) and Dependence-aware SFC with Adaptive
Mapping (D SFC AM) Algorithms [70] by applying the proposed Chain-Fit (CF) and the
well-known Random-Fit RSA [74]. In the D SFC AM, the algorithm constructs an SFC
by applying the independent grouping technique and maps the constructed SFC onto the
substrate network using the shortest-path strategy to connect two consecutive VNF nodes
in a virtual request. We use “D SFC RF” to stand for an algorithm that replaces the
Chain-Fit RSA process with RF RSA process in Algorithm D SFC LU. Similarly, we use
“D SFC AM CF” and “D SFC AM RF” to represent the the coupling of Adaptive Mapping
[4] with Chain-Fit and Random-Fit RSA, respectively.
We use a 24-node US Network [75] as the substrate optical network. Unless otherwise
specified, the available computing resource of substrate node is in the range of [5, 25]; the
offered functionality for each substrate node is randomly generated; and the available number
of subcarriers for each substrate fiber link varies from 5 to 25. The number of VNF nodes in
an NSR is set in the range of [3, 7]. Each VNF node requires the computing resource in the
range of [5, 25] while each NSR requests the number of subcarriers within the range of [1, 5].
In Fig. 6.6, we set all substrate nodes and links with unlimited available computing capacity and subcarriers, respectively. As one can see in Fig. 6.6, the proposed D SFC LU and
D SFC RF algorithms have better performance than D SFC AM CF and D SFC AM RF
due to the techniques of Closeness-Centrality Ratio (CCR) and Linear Property Node Map-
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ping (LPNM). In other words, if there is no impact of RSA (with unlimited spectrum resource) on the node mapping in the substrate network, the D SFC LU and D SFC RF algorithms have the same performance by using same node mapping techniques. The techniques
of CCR and LPNM embed an un-mapped VNF node onto the substrate node that is the
closest node to the constructed SFP in the substrate network. Fig. 6.9 further validates
that the D SFC LU and D SFC RF find better node mapping choice for each VNF node
when each substrate node has limited available computing capacity. This is because the
D SFC LU and D SFC RF select the closer available substrate nodes to construct the SFP.
In Figs. 6.7 and 6.10, each substrate fiber link has limited available subcarriers while
each substrate node has unlimited available computing capacity. Fig. 6.7 represents the
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average number of hops usage while increasing the requested number of VNF nodes in a virtual request. D SFC LU outperforms the D SFC RF, D SFC AM CF and D SFC AM RF
algorithms. This is because Chain-Fit (CF) RSA provides better spectrum allocation than
Random-Fit (RF) RSA. Meanwhile, as CF RSA tries to employ the least-used consecutive
subcarriers of the whole network, the number of used wavelength converters is less as shown
in Fig. 6.10. Similarly, when the substrate network provides limited available subcarriers
and computing capacity, Figs. 6.8 and 6.11 represent the average number of hops usage
and wavelength converters while increasing the requested number of VNF node in a virtual request. D SFC LU outperforms the D SFC RF, D SFC AM CF and D SFC AM RF
algorithms due to the contribution of the proposed LPNM and CF RSA techniques.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the problem of Dependence-aware Service Function
Chain Embedding in Optical networks (D SFCE O). We have proposed an efficient algorithm, namely, Dependence-aware Service Function Chain embedding with Least-Used consecutive subcarriers (D SFC LU) algorithm, which takes the advantage of the proposed techniques such as Impact Factor based Node Choosing (IFNC), Chain Node Mapping (CNM)
and Chain-Fit RSA Link Mapping to jointly optimize the SFC design, mapping and RSA
processes while minimizing the bandwidth resource and the usage of wavelength converters.
Extensive experiments and analysis have shown that the proposed D SFC LU algorithm
outperforms the existing work.
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CHAPTER 7
FUTURE WORK

Even though this work has investigated state-of-the-art problems in delivering NFV services,
there still exists open issues for further investigation in this field. We also list two future
work in the following sections.

7.1 Future Direction One: Parallelism-aware Service Function Chain
Composition and Embedding

With the advancement in Internet of Things (IoT), Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC),
online mining and learning techniques, the customer’s demands for connectivity, ultra-low latency and reliable services are ubiquitous [30, 76]. To efficiently accommodate these services,
we need to take advantages of high-capacity fiber optical networks and the emerging flexible
network virtualization technologies. Optical transmission techniques (e.g., dense wavelengthdivision multiplexing) allow a single fiber link to carry many wavelength channels offering
huge spectrum efficiency and bandwidth [77]. In fact, the re-configurable wavelength switching devices have already been widely deployed in long-haul and metro networks to offer
ubiquitous and reliable connectivities [78, 79, 80]. Recently, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) was proposed to provide flexible services while reducing the Capital Expenditures
(CAPEX) and the Operating Expenditures (OPEX) [13]. NFV implements the network
functions that run on traditional proprietary hardware-based middleboxes as software-based
modules called Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) or Service Functions (SFs) [14]. The SF
can be flexibly installed on or removed from physical nodes (e.g., edge/cloud servers) in
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physical network infrastructures [34].
An NFV Service Request (NSR) from the customer includes service source, destination, a
set of SFs (e.g., firewall, parental control), and corresponding resource demands (e.g., CPU,
bandwidth) [15]. To accommodate an NSR, the service provider concatenates the required
SFs into a linear logic structure called Service Function Chain (SFC). Then, the service
provider embeds the constructed SFC onto the shared Physical Network (PN) while reserving
enough network resource [35]. The processes of accommodating an NSR by compositing
and embedding an SFC onto a shared PN is referred to as Service Function Chaining and
Embedding (SFCE) [15]. The physical path identified by the SFCE processes to host an
in-service SFC in the PN is called Service Function Path (SFP). In the literature, many
approaches are proposed to minimize the SFP length or propagation delay through different
SF node placement or SFC routing strategies, while the SF processing delay is not considered
[17, 26, 37, 38, 39, 81].
The emerging 5G and beyond 5G communication techniques empower the applications
with ultra-low latency requirements [82, 83, 84, 85]. Some 5G applications promise to deliver
services with about one-millisecond latency [86, 87]. Under such scenarios, the processing
delay from consecutively running SFs in an SFC is significant and comparable to the link
propagation delay. Thanks to the Network Function Parallelism (NFP) technique, the service
provider can run multiple SFs in parallel at one physical node to mitigate the impact of the
SF processing delay [86]. With NFP, the processing delay of the SFs that are executed in
parallel is reduced from the summation of their processing delay to the highest processing
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delay among these SFs. According to the work in [86], two SFs can be executed in parallel
only if the operations of these SFs do not conflict with each other. Specifically, the operation
of an SF conflicts to the other one’s when both SFs change the contents of the customer’s
traffic stream. For example, both Firewall (FW) and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) might
drop packets from the customer’s stream, and they cannot be parallelly executed. While the
Parental Control (PC) only monitors the customer’s stream without any modification, PC
can be executed in parallel with either FW or DPI.
Given that the NFP technique can reduce the processing delay by running multiple SFs
in parallel, how to efficiently apply the NFP technique into the SFCE processes to jointly
optimizes the SF processing delay and the SFP propagation delay remains open.

7.2 Future Direction two: Survivability of Service Function Chaining and
Embedding

The emerging Internet of Things (IoT), 5G, and beyond 5G techniques empower heterogeneous sets of applications with strict Quality of Service (QoS) and ultra-low latency requirements [88, 89, 90]. Limited by its battery life and computing capacity, the IoT device cannot deal with the computation-intensive tasks from the novel applications [91]. To
mitigate the above limitations, the computation-intensive tasks are offloaded to the cloud
systems that abundant computing resource but may be far away from the customer [92].
As a result, the cloud systems may not be able to satisfy the QoS requirements from the
latency-sensitive applications [93]. Thanks to the Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), the
servers with enough computing resource are deployed at the edge of the network to satisfy
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the computation-intensive tasks with an ultra-low latency [94].
When Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is applied into MEC, the hardware-based
middleboxes, such as firewalls (FWs), Load Balancer (LB), and Intrusion-Detection System
(IDS) are replaced by Service Functions (SFs) running on the commodity servers to deliver
the customer’s service requests [95, 96]. By allowing the instance of SFs to host on the
virtual machines and deploy on multiple physical nodes in the PN, NFV can improve network
flexibility, scalability, and customize the customer requests, as well as reducing the Capital
Expenditures (CAPEX) and the Operating Expenditures (OPEX) [22, 97].
On the one hand, NFV facilitates delivering flexible and cost-efficient services in MEC
systems. On the other hand, NFV and MEC’s combination confronts challenges in providing
reliable real-time services for applications, such as stock exchange and autonomous driving
[98]. For example, some MEC applications specify that services should be delivered within
one millisecond and above 99.9% reliability [99]. To prevent the network from the physical
(e.g., hardware appliances) failures that affect the latency and reliability during the service
delivery, the work in [45, 100, 101, 102, 103] proposed several network protection methods.
Notably, in terms of the work in [103], a proactive mechanism aims to assign backup nodes
for every potential node failure for all the existing nodes and save time to avoid disrupting
the rerouting process. Despite the fact that physical failures impact the significant data
losses, delays and resource wastage, virtual (e.g., SFs, virtual machines) failures also cannot
be ignored when applying the NFV technique to MEC systems.
With NFV, A Network Service Request (NSR) from a customer consists of a set of
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SFs and resource demands (e.g., bandwidth, CPU, and storage) [26]. To satisfy an NSR,
the service provider creates a Service Function Chain (SFC) by chaining the required SFs
into a virtual catenary structure with virtual links, and reserves corresponding networking
resources to embed the created SFC onto the shared PN [27]. Even though much research
attention has been paid to protecting physical node failure, only little effort has put on
the virtual node failure, such as the SF failure of an SFC [104]. When SFs are placed on
the servers, the SF failure can rise to potential risk and cannot be underestimated. This
is because one of the critical challenges in protecting an SF failure is that the reason of an
SF failure is hard to be identified (e.g., misconfigurations, virtual machines crashed, etc.)
[105, 106]. Unlike physical failures that will change the topology and connectivity of the
PN, virtual failures, such like the SF failure, will interfere with the output of the data flows,
and break the execution of multiple SFCs, thereby results in the termination of the entire
services in the PN [107, 108]. However, with the ultra-low latency requirements from the 5G
and beyond 5G communication techniques, traditional strategies for physical failure cannot
be directly applied to solve virtual failures anymore [109], not to mention when physical and
virtual failures may occur in the same PN. How to keep the high reliability and follow the
ultra-low latency requirement remains open for further investigation.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

8.1 Dissertation Overview

In this dissertation, for the first time, we comprehensively study and propose a series of
problems in how to efficiently deliver the NFV service in future Internet. In the literature,
there exists much work on how to deliver the NFV service within the SFCE process [26,
39, 81, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116]. However, within the state-of-the-arts scenarios
(e.g., applications in MEC, cloud computing, IoT), the requirements from the customer will
significantly impact the SFCE process, and the existing methodologies may not be directedly
applied on such scenarios [17, 27, 45]. Furthermore, from the existing work, SFCE is proved
to be NP-hard, which can be reduced from many typical NP-hard problem (e.g., travelling
salesmen problem and set cover). Another critical problem remains in SFCE is how to deliver
the NFV services with a certain provable boundary. In order to address the above problems
and challenges, we have done the following work: i) a 2-approximation algorithm to deliver
the traditional SFC service in UFNs, ii) a logarithm-approximation algorithm to composite
and embed an SFC in MFNs, iii) a 2-approximation algorithm to composite and embed
an h-SFC in UFNs and an efficient heuristic algorithm to composite and embed an h-SFC
in MFNs, iv) an optimal algorithm to embed a given h-SFC and v) an effective heuristic
algorithm to composite and embed a dependence-aware SFC.
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8.2 Dissertation Preliminary Work

We studied the provable SFC composition and embedding problem in the second and third
chapters, respectively. In the second chapter, we investigated a problem of how to deliver
the NFV service in Unique Function Networks (UFNs) with a provable boundary [47]. Note
that, UFN is referred to a network whose physical node only provides one unique SF. We
proved the SFCE process is NP-hard in UFNs and proposed a 2-approximation algorithm
called SFCE with Spanning Closed Walk (SFCE-SCW). In the third chapter we further
investigated of how to deliver the NFV service in Multiple Functions Networks (MFNs)
with a provable boundary. We proposed a logarithm-approximation algorithm called COst
Factor-based SFCE Optimization with ShortCut (COFO-SC) [117].
In the fourth and fifth chapters, we studied the problems of hybrid service function chain
composition and embedding. In the fourth chapter, we investigated a problem of service
delivery of novel NFV applications in future Internet [17]. 5G and Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) empower the development of the latency-sensitive or computation-intensive
applications such as real-time Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) games and
on-line machine learning [7]. In these applications, the forward traffic from the user and the
backward traffic from the MEC server/cloud may require different sets of SFs. The SFC that
requires different sets of SFs in the forward and backward directions is referred to as hybrid
SFC (h-SFC) [14]. To save the Operating Expense (OPEX) and latency, the SFs required
by both directions are generally installed on the same substrate node [52] [53]. As a result,
the embedding process of the forward SFC (f-SFC) will impact the embedding process of the
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backward SFC (b-SFC), and the traditional SFCE techniques cannot be directly applied. In
this part, we comprehensively studied the h-SFC composition and embedding processes. In
UFNs, we proved h-SFCE is NP-hard and propose a 2-approximation algorithm based on the
graph theory based techniques called Eulerian Circuit based Hybrid SFP optimization (ECHSFP). Then, we extended the EC-HSFP algorithm to Multiple Functions Networks (i.e.,
each physical node can provide multiple SFs) via the betweenness centrality technique called
Betweenness Centrality based Hybrid SFP optimization (BC-HSFP). In the fifth chapter,
when the h-SFC is given, we proposed an optimal algorithm called Optimal Hybrid SFC
Embedding (Opt-HSFCE) [45].
Last but not least, in the sixth chapter, we investigated a problem of how to efficiently
deliver the NFV service when executing orders of SFs are partially specified [22]. The partially given executing orders among the required SFs are specified as dependence constraint.
For example, the encryption function must be processed before the decryption function; otherwise, the contents of the flow will be damaged. The essential challenge in such a scenario is
how to composite and embed an SFC while the dependence constraints are always obeyed for
the designed SFC and the SFP. In chapter six, we investigate an efficient heuristic algorithm
of delivering the NFV service while obeying the given dependence constraints.
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